TAPIO SÄKKINEN

The RED BOOK
of Large-Format
Prints

This book covers the manufacturing and finishing of large-format
prints for performance-technical use and, in the case section, the
performance-technical use as such and the supply channels relating
to the prints. The owner and the publisher of the book is The Finnish
National Opera and Ballet. The purpose of this book is to develop an
information package for the performance-technical industry about
large-format prints and to deal more extensively with the manufacturing and finishing techniques.
By performance-technical use, is meant the use of prints e.g. in the
following:
• drama, music and dance theatres, theatre houses,
multifunctional houses, concert halls, outdoor theatres,
performance areas in schools, ships and nightclubs
• film and TV-studios and shooting locations
• events: outdoor concerts, fairs and business performances
In the theory section of the book, the equipment and methods of digital large-format prints and colour control, material instructions for
visualizers, copyright issues of the material, the safety of the prints
and sustainable development, amongst other things, are discussed.
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Using existing large-format prints, the case section deals with different types of large-format prints, the set solutions relating to them
and the finishing touches of large-format prints to match performance-technical use.
In the supply channel section, the most significant suppliers of
large-format print industry in some European countries, at the moment of writing this, and the finishing material suppliers are discussed. In this section, also the pricing of large print products in Finland has been discussed.
This book delivers the owner’s commission to develop an information
package about large-format prints for parties operating in performance-technical industry. This means that the book and its sources
may be used to facilitate the planning and implementing large-format
prints for different kinds of performance areas.
A free downloadable version of the book is available at
www.oopperabaletti.fi/theredbook
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Tapio Säkkinen (born 1963) is an internationally recognized
stage and theatre technology specialist who has worked at
the Finnish National Opera and Ballet for 36 years. Currently,
he is employed as the Head of Set Workshop at the Finnish
National Opera and Ballet and chairs the Set Workshop
Forum of Opera Europa. Säkkinen has studied theater and
performance technology and management. During his career,
he has witnessed the introduction of large format printing
to the theatre industry and gained extensive expertise on
the manufacturing and utilization of large format prints.
Large format printing has become a stable in the field, but
it will continue to be complemented by traditional painting
techniques that he considers essential skills. Säkkinen sees
safety and environmental friendliness as very important
aspects of his work as a set design professional. His career
highlights include working with top directors and set
designers, such as Marco Arturo Marelli, Ramon B. Ivars, and
Hans Schavernoch. In addition to his work, Säkkinen lectures
at universities and vocational schools and participates
actively in international theatre forums. He is an avid devotee
of the performing arts and a cycling enthusiast.
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1

The book is divided in theoretical section and a case section. The
purpose of the theoretical section is to clarify the factors relating to

Introduction

digital large-format printing so that the commissioner of the prints
understands their basic principles. In this section, to support the written sources, I used interviews, because the source material was very
fragmented due to the lack of complementary teaching material for
large-format printing. The case section is mainly based on my own experiences, and it presents different materials, application methods and
application targets by written examples and illustrated documentation.

This book is a description and introduction to the manufacturing methods and materials of large-format prints for performance-technical use
from technical point of view. Also, the further processing and use of the

1.2

Definition of the Book

existing large-format prints in the applications are discussed. The objective of this book is to create an information package on large-format

In this book, by large-format image, is meant products that are printed

prints for the performance-technical industry and to widen the reader’s

digitally with 1500 – 12000 mm wide large-format printers by using

perception of the techniques relating to the manufacture thereof.

inkjet technology. The products are manufactured of either soft or hard
materials. The concept of large-format is also used for large photo prints
that are e.g. 900mm wide.

1.1

Starting Points
By performance-technical use, is meant the use of prints e.g. in the

The theme of the book was clear already at start, because my employer

following:

from the Finnish National Opera and Ballet commissioned the afore-

•

drama, music and dance theatres, theatre houses, multifunction-

mentioned information package. I have been working with sets for 36

al houses, concert halls, outdoor theatres, performance areas in

years and seen the large-format print industry develop meanwhile.

schools, ships and nightclubs

The use of large-format prints in performance technology is more and

•

film and TV-studios and shooting locations

more common, but I find it very important that the users know and

•

events: outdoor concerts, fairs and business performances

understand e.g. the traditional scenic painting techniques, so that the
prints would become as good as possible for the use at stage. The stage

This book does not include the artistic content of the prints or the

use of large-format prints includes very intensive lighting, so often it is

production thereof, with the exception of guidance to copyright issues

necessary to dull the gloss of the printing material or the printing ink

and the quality of the model’s technical production when collecting the

by finishing treatments in the set workshop. In addition, the prints may

source materials.

be distressed or finishing paintings might be performed to enhance

10

the contrast or to fit the prints to other sets. Large-format prints do not

At the end of the book in chapter 12.2, the most significant Finnish

replace traditional theatrical painting, but they are complementary to

large-format print companies are listed, and in chapter 12.3, some inter-

each other, which means that it is important to understand the benefits

national performance-technical large-format-printing-oriented compa-

and downsides of different techniques.

nies and their contact information are presented.

11

The author and publisher of this textbook have done their utmost and
best efforts to reach and contact the right holders of the source books
and other material such as articles, photos and trademarks for the rights

Glossary

of use. All the information about the source material used in the book
has been available to the right holders using the contact information
available. Though, despite all the efforts, not all the right holders have
been reached or they have not reacted. Right holders information being
inadequate or right holders being not reached, the information of their
used source material is available in the book, and those right holders are
asked to contact the writer of the publisher using the contact information found in the end of chapter 14 in the book.

CMYK
Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Key (key colour, i.e. black). Colour model used
in image files and especially in print products.

dpi
dots per inch. Term for the resolution that reveals the amount of details.

Coving
Horizontal, banded ornament on the wall.

ppi
pixels per inch. The number of the pixels in an image, i.e. the number
of dots that reveals the resolution of the image.

RGB
Red, Green, Blue. The colour model used in colour photos of digital
image processing.
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2

2.2

History

The Development of Printing 		
Technologies to Large-Format Printing

The oldest survived print product is a Chinese Buddha text collection
from 770 BC. The art of printing started to spread in Europe in the 15th
century by the effect of Gutenberg without him obviously knowing of the
former invention. The structure of the printing machines was developed
during that time in a shape in which they remained for centuries. Only in
the 19th century, a new era began, when the technologies and equipment
became more complex. (Villikka-Storm etc. 1992, 9.) Essentially, graphic techniques

2.1

and production engineering started to develop in the 1960s, on the

Painted Illustrated Sets

basis of the computer developed in the previous decade and the use of
lasers invented in the 1960s. (Villikka-Storm etc. 1992, 12). Eventually, this led to the

The performance-technical use of printed sets is based on painted

point where in the 1980s, many companies created digital methods for

illustrated sets. The first historical references of painted illustrated

printing large advertisement screens, wrappings for buildings and large

sets are found in Dionysos theatre in Classical Athens, where pinakes,

banners (Ujiie 2006, 5). Prior to this, large-format images were manufactured

meaning painted screens (landscapes, ornaments, etc.) was part of

in an advertisement by attaching paper print strips to each other on

the theatrical structure. In Roman theatre buildings, painted stage

a surface. The 1980s inaugurated a phase, when traditional printing

images were used in 99 B.C. the latest, and the saying “The pictures

techniques were set aside and the modern digital methods started to gain

are so beautiful, the birds thought the scenery was real” derives

ground. Also the printing machines, that is, in this case the digital large-

from that time. Finally, in 16th century in Italy, the technical skills

format printers, were able to print even wider prints, and the selection of

developed revolutionarily. In this technique, the stereoscopic depth

printable materials became more extensive. In the beginning of the 1990s,

was skilfully painted on two-dimensional pieces, and also the changing

industrial large-format printing begun properly. (Meriläinen, interview 15.1.2016.)

technology of stage illustrations was enhanced.

(Paavolainen 1997, 1/27, 2/23, 4/26–27.)

Printing large-format prints uses the inkjet technology familiar to
The aforementioned manufacturing method of images is called trompe

many printers designed for home use. The print head does not touch

l’oeil, and it is a painting method that tries to bluff the viewer with the

the substrate. By inkjet technology, is meant creating the picture on the

help of illusion. The French term means ’deceive the eye’ (Wikipedia 2012).

product by single drops of colour. The size of one drop defines the size of

The purpose is to create a 3-dimensional impression of a 2-dimensional

the smallest reproducible detail. (Helminen 2005, 9.)

image without building massive sceneries on the stage. This painting
technique has remained for centuries, and it was accompanied by, for

The benefit of the digital method is that the cost of changing designs

example, easily adjustable projections and of course large-format prints.

may be small, e.g. one copy, because there are no stencil making costs

This long tradition is on the background of the modern technology of

like in the traditional methods. Digital methods are replacing traditional

printed images in performance technique.

printing methods, and in 2010, their share of 1-colour printing in Finland
was already 42%. (Koskinen 2010, 136.) Large-format printing is solely performed
digitally.
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3

3.1

Large-Format
Printing
Printer Types

Large-format printers include flatbed and roll printers. In both models,

Image 1. Durst P10 Industrial -flatbed printer.

the movement of the carriage moving the print heads is horizontal to the
direction of the material. Flatbed printers can be used to print on stiff
plate or sheet materials that may also be uneven in their surface. The
level differences of the surface might be rather large, even 65mm, but
the quality of the print is directly proportional to the unevenness of the
surface. This is because the distance of the print head remains standard
when printing, which means that the objects further away from the head
are printed inaccurately. Using approximately 10mm level difference,
the print is good enough when viewed from a distance. In flatbed
printers, the plate size may be 3200 x 6000 mm when using additional
tables. The maximum thickness is 70mm, e.g. with Durst P10 Industrial
flatbed printer. UV-flatbed printers can be used in order to
print also on soft roll materials. (Meriläinen, interview 23.3.2016.)
Image 2. The largest printer in the world, Infinitus.

For roll printers, there are several roll widths available. The widest most
commonly used roll printers are 5000 mm (solvent and UV) and 3200
mm wide (solvent, UV, fabric colours and latex). In Finland, at the time
of writing this, there are only a few 5 000mm wide printers and some
of the prints are ordered abroad. In some fabric printers, there is an
adhesive sticky conveyor belt, to which printing material, e.g. textile, is
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attached during printing, so that the transfer of the printing material
would remain true to size and fast.

(Meriläinen, interview 23.3.2016.)

3.2

Flatbed Cutters

Today, it is also

possible to print large-format images on even 12-metre-wide seamless

The products of flatbed printers can be cut off from printed plate mate-

textile materials. The length of these seamless 12-metre-wide prints can

rial with flatbed cutters. They are aligned according to cut marks that

be significantly longer, even 50 metres, after which the first seam is.

are printed on the surface of the material. In the modern wide format
cutters, there are cameras that read the control points that the cutter

This sort of 12 x 50-metre textile is possible to print as one piece by Big

uses to follow the cutting lines of the printed image. It is possible to cut

Image SystemsTM Infinitus inkjet printer, which is situated in the Pots-

the printed image entirely off or to leave in the base material, such as the

dam Germany office of Big Image Systems™. They launched the second

protective film of the sticker. (Meriläinen, interview 15.1.2016.)

Infinutus printer at the same office in March 2017. These large seamless
textiles are especially produced for theatre use, where traditionally,
images are painted. Performance-technically, seamlessness is often a
significant factor, as in a seamless surface, there are no shadows reveal-

Image 3. Kongsberg
C flatbed cutter.

ing the seams. This is important especially when we need to backlight
the textile. In backlight, the seams would be very inconveniently visible.
Big Image Systems™ printed the sharkstooth gauze previously commonly used in theatres (see Chapter 10.3.2) as six-metre strips that were
glued thread to thread manually so that comparing to a sewing seam, a
more invisible seam was created. This method was replaced when the
12-metre-wide Infinitus printer was developed. The technology and the
knowhow exist so that in theory, it would be possible to produce a larger
“seamless” print than that restricted by the maximum size of sharkstooth gauze.

3.3

Large-Format Printing Technologies

In inkjet printing, the image is formed by spraying the colour as small drops
directly on the substrate. There are two technologies available to create and
guide the drops. One is the so-called CIJ (Continuous Ink Jet), in which the
drops are created as continuous flow. From the flow, drops are selected
and allowed to pass through to the substrate. The rest of the drops are
collected back to the cycle and reused. (Koskinen 2010, 136; Helminen 2005, 13–14.) However, this technology is less commonly used in large-format printing than
the other, the so-called discontinuous drop, i.e. DOD technology (Drop On
Demand) that has become more and more common. In the DOD technology, the drops are created on demand. (Meriläinen, interview 15.1.2016.)
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3.4

Applications of Inkjet Heads Used
in Large-Format Printers

Figure 1. Conceptual drawing
of the operating principle of
DOD bubble inkjet method.

BUBBLE INKJET
In DOD bubble inkjet method, the ink is applied onto the substrate in
the small ink chamber of the printer head by a small heating element
that causes the pressure to rise and creates a bubble in the chamber and
hence initiates the ink drop to start moving from the nozzle. Next, the
heat and pressure reduction in the chamber bring new ink to the chamber. Water-based inks are suitable for this technology. This technology
is also used in home printers. The manufacturing costs for printer heads
are low and they are usually integrated in ink cartridges, so when a blockage appears, it is easy to repair by replacing the ink cartridge. This technology is very accurate, because the drop size is very small. For large-format
printing it is a poor match, because when printing textiles, you would
need a larger drop size. (Helminen 2005, 9-10.) The printer heads have improved,
and printing textiles, a good solution is to use Ricoh, which is also used by
machine manufacturer D-Gen, among others. (Meriläinen, interview 15.1.2016).

PIEZO INKJET
In DOD-pietzo inkjet technique, the ink is applied onto the substrate
by the pressure wave caused by the expansion of piezo element in the
colour chamber. This sends the ink drop out of the nozzle. The manufacture of piezo printer heads is more expensive than that of bubble inkjet
heads, but on the other hand, they are very durable. The same technology is somewhat used in home printers (e.g. Epson and Brother) and
more widely in industrial printers. Water, solvent, oil and UV-colours are
suitable for industrial use printer heads. The resolution and drop size
variations of piezo printer heads are wide. (Helminen 2005, 11–12; Meriläinen, interview
15.1.2016.)

At the moment, this combination is the most popular technology

in large-format printing. (Koskinen 2010, 136).
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3.5

AIRBRUSH

Colour Technologies and Colour Stability
of the Large-Format Printers

In DOD-airbrush technique, the ink is under pressure and the colour
drop is applied onto the substrate by opening the solenoid valve. This

Large-format printers are divided according to their colour technologies

technology can be used to create very large drops, which is why it is

in the following way. The colour stability of the prints depends on the

especially suitable for flocked surfaces. The resolution is clearly more

amount of UV radiation outdoors and its fading effect.

modest comparing to the aforementioned methods, remaining in 30-100
dpi. The technology is not very common, but it is used e.g. to print on

Printers using water-based colours. Among large-format printers,

carpets.

these printers are very common thanks to their reasonable purchase

(Helminen 2005, 13.)

price and the high quality of the prints. The downside of water-based
colours is the reasonably poor mechanical durability of the prints, sensi-

CONTINUOUS INKJET

tivity to UV radiation and the pricy materials. Water-based colours last
indoors for 1-20 years, but outdoors only about 1-12 months. Water-based

The aforementioned technologies belong to DOD technologies, and in

colours are suitable for appropriately coated materials. (Koskinen 2010, 139–140;

addition to that, CIJ technology, i.e. continuous inkjet technology, has

Vuorenhela, interview 4.4.2016.)

been developed. Its benefits are speed, the uniform quality of the drops
and the long life of the colour heads. The manufacture of the colour heads

Water-based fade resistance more specifically

and the machines is, however, expensive, and this method has not become

•

Dye

•

Pigment

general in large-format printers.

- Indoors a few years, outdoor a few weeks

(Helminen 2005, 13–14; Meriläinen, interview 15.1.2016.)

- Indoors 70-150 years, outdoors approx. 2 years
(Tarvainen, interview 18.2.2018.)

The most recent applications are the latex colours based on dispersion.
Printers using latex colours have rapidly become more common thanks
to their wide selection of printing materials. (Vuorenhela, interview 4.4.2016.) Latex
is able to use most solvent ink substrates but is also suitable for a much
wider range of applications (Tarvainen, inter-view 18.2.2018).

Printers using oil-based colours. These are suitable only for specifically developed paper and fabric materials. The colour stability is guaranteed for approx. 2 years. (Koskinen 2010, 139–140.) These printers have not been
sold in many years (Vuorenhela, interview 4.4.2016).

Printers using solvent-based colours. These printers are able to print
on plastic surfaces that react with solvent, such as PVC and many other

22
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coated materials. The colour stability is 2-5 years outdoors and even

Reactive colours are suitable on cellulose fibres, such as cotton, linen

decades indoors. Typical applications are different kinds of sticker mate-

and viscose. They are also suitable for wool and silk. (Helminen interview, 23.3.2016.)

rials. (Vuorenhela, interview 4.4.2016.)

Printers using UV colours. Deviating from the aforementioned, UV
colours remain in the surface of the prints, and they can be used to

3.7

Colour Heads of Large-Format Printers

produce bright colours. In addition, they can be used on almost any
material. The colour stability is 2-4 years outdoors and even decades

The number of colour heads in printers is normally 4-12. The more the

indoors.

heads, the more colours can be printed and hence the desired tones

(Koskinen 2010, 139–140; Vuorenhela, interview 4.4.2016.)

of the colour drops can be created. In addition to the most commonly

Sublimation printers. In sublimation printing, the pigment is printed

used cyan, magenta, yellow and black, there may be additional colour

on either directly to the surface of the fabric or as a reflection on paper,

heads, e.g. light cyan, light magenta and light yellow. In some printers,

after which the image is transferred to the proper material by using

also white may be possible, and it enables bright-coloured printing on

pressing and steam. This is the most expensive alternative of printers,

dark and transparent materials by printing white on the base or by using

but it also creates the most powerful colours and it is extremely durable.

white as an effect colour. In one printer head, there are 128-1024 nozzles.

This technology is mainly used in photo and textile prints. The colour

(Koskinen 2010, 140; Meriläinen interview, 15.1.2016.)

stability of the prints is 3-12 months outdoors and several years indoors.
(Koskinen 2010, 139–140; Vuorenhela interview 4.4.2016.)

3.6

Colour Methods

In graphic industry, the methods are usually classified according to print
paste or printer paste solvent, in textile industry according to how the
colouring agents are attached to the fibre. (Helminen, interview 23.3.2016.)

Pigment colours are suitable for almost any material, and they have
excellent fade resistance. Of the printers used in textile industry, latex,
UV, and solvent printers are mostly pigment printers. (Helminen interview, 23.3.2016.)

Dispersion colours are more commonly used on synthetic fibres, such
as polyester. They are also suitable for sublimation printing. (Helminen,
interview 23.3.2016.)

Acid colours are suitable for protein fibres, such as wool and silk. (Helmien,
interview 23.3.2016.)
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4

challenges faced in fitting together large-format prints and painted sets
and the challenges of the colour control of large-format print produc-

Colour Control

tion. Fortunately colour control systems have been developed to solve
the rather common issues of colour reproduction in illustrated media
production. An example of a problem is when a scanned image does
not correspond to the original of its colours, or a file on monitor looks
completely different than the print of it. This is because of the way in
which computers, monitors, printers, cameras and scanners handle data
that is supposed to produce colour. (Koivistoinen 2006, 12.)

4.1

Sources of Light

In large-format printing, a small proof sheet is often recommended in

4.3

Colour Control Profiling

order to check the final tones. The lighting of the checking and finishing
locations should be as close to daylight as possible so that e.g. in theatre

If large-format prints are ordered often, it is recommended to consider

use, the necessary repair painting and other finishing’s are always of the

colour control profiling the entire production chain, i.e. ICC-profiling

same quality and that they fit into the presentation or sets carried out

the computer, the monitor, the printer and the scanner according to the

in similar conditions. Daylight lamps are such lamps that create a white

profile of the printing house’s material guidelines.

light, i.e. over 5 000° Kelvins. Often in print applications, such as in
theatre shows, the range of light tones is wide. It is difficult to anticipate,

ICC is abbreviated from International Color Consortium, which is an

but it is recommended to use a similar source of light in the production

international colour control standardization organization. The organi-

chain of the presentation, as close to daylight as possible. The standard

zation includes companies developing technologies for graphic industry

lighting of the graphic industry is defined in ISO 3664:2009 standard.

and visual communications. (Koivistoinen 2006, 18.)

According to ISO 3664:2009, the colour check and definition standard
lighting source is D50, and the temperature is 5000° Kelvins (Sappi 2012).

At the moment of writing, the most common ICC profile used in
large-format printing is Europe ISO Coated FOGRA39.
An example of an excellent ICC-profilable computer screen, with a good

4.2

Tone Differences

price-quality ratio, is Eizo ColorEdge C2730 27”.

The tone difference issues are familiar to theatrical painters who tone
their paints themselves like other art painters. These phenomena are
called metamerism and dichromatism. Metamerism is in question when
two objects look in a certain lighting exactly identical in the colour, but
when moved to another source of light, they appear to be of different
colours. Dichromatism means that the colour of an object looks different
when reviewed in different light sources. (Väre 2015, 22.) This also reveals the
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5

5.1

This is how it seems from the viewpoint of the printing industry, but I

Printing and File 			
Resolution

have experience in using rather imperfect source material successfully,
even 8 ppi! (See Chapter 10.6.1). In this example, the nearest viewer was
at 9 meters and in fact, sparse and pixelled result fitted in the atmosphere of the image theme. It became very acceptable when the finishing
paintwork was performed, the bare base print fabric was toned and the
print was dulled.

Printing Resolution

In large-format printers, the printing resolution is 540-2440 dpi. The
resolution density matters only if the print is to be viewed from close
distance. More common is the situation where the viewing distance
of large-format prints is long, which means that the printing resolution is not very significant. (Koskinen 2010, 140–141.) Meriläinen from Arazzo Oy
(interview 23.3.2016)

says that the commonly used minimum with long viewing

distance is 360 dpi.

5.2

File Resolution

The benefit of printing resolution is always relative to the printable data
resolution. The result is obviously better the denser the resolution of the
printable data is. As a minimum of good quality, is considered the density of 100 ppi. (Koskinen 2010, 141.) For example, the difference of 120 ppi and 150
ppi file resolution can only be noticed in a completely even surface, such
as photo paper. Usually the artificial raising of resolution is not recommended. (Meriläinen, interview, 23.3.2016.) 100-200 ppi may help in large backlit
applications if the details are small, and 9, 18, 36 ppi may be enough for
a large viewing distance. The minimum viewing distance for any large
image is the diagonal of the finished print. (Tarvainen, interview 18.2.2018.)
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6

6.2

Factors Relating to 		
the Use of LargeFormat Prints

Alternative Methods

Instead of large-format prints, traditional stencils and silk-screen
process may be used on image themes containing regular patterns,
such as wallpaper patterns. Also multi-coloured patterns are possible.
Silk-screen work can be done on one’s own. In images 4 and 5, silkscreen process is used with two colours. After the first colour is dry, the
alignment of the second pattern is performed by using a transparent
acrylic plate the size of the stencil, where there is the printing pattern
pre-printed and which is located in the right spot in the previously printed pattern. Next, a set square is set next to the acrylic plate, and after
the acrylic plate is removed, set square is left for alignment to and print
the pattern. This is how the pattern printed with the second colour can
be easily aligned on the right spot. This can, of course, be repeated with
other patterns and colours. Making a stencil is fairly simple, and e.g. A.
Wennström Oy / Seriväri® deliver materials and instructions for that.

6.1

General

The use of large-format images has spread to performance technique
from advertisement, especially from outdoor advertisement. Everyone
recognizes the ad banners on the walls of malls and on the landscaping
tarpaulins of construction sites. The manufacturers of these prints have
seldom experience in the needs of performance technique, e.g. theatre,
when it comes to the end result of the printing, with the exception of a
few international stage and event printing companies. These companies
have found their niche in being able to print on special materials that
are meant for precisely theatre use. The pricing of a narrow speciality
field often drives to seek for alternative solutions that could be realized
in Finland with more general materials and equipment. In addition, the
communication with domestic parties is simpler and the review of proof
sheets faster.
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Image 4 & Image 5
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7

matters can be agreed orally or in writing. For both parties, agreements

Material Instructions
for Visualizers

in writing are recommended. (Kopiosto 2016.)
The copyright legislation is international of nature. There are several
general agreements in the industry that also cover works from other
contracting states. In practice, almost all the foreign material is covered in
Finland by the same level of copyright as the Finnish material. (Kopiosto 2016.)
The illegal use the works protected by copyright is a breach of the
copyright. In the event of illicit use, the user is obligated to compensate
the owner and reasonable compensation regardless of whether the user
has been aware of the lack of permission. The amount of the compensation is usually at least the amount the user would have had to pay after

7.1

Copyright

acquiring an appropriate right of use. In addition, the user may have to
pay for damages and be held criminally liable. (Kopiraitti 2016; tekijänoikeuslaki 7. luku ja 57§.)

For large-format printing, a file is needed and it is created by someone.
It is often a digital photo, a computer-made file or a handmade piece of

It is a copyright breach, if one illegally, on purpose or of serious negli-

art that is converted by scanning or photographing it in digital form. It is

gence, manufactures a copy of the work or makes the work publicly

forbidden to use any photo or source material, and the copyright needs

available. A fine might be imposed for the breach of copyright. (Kopiraitti 2016;

to be clarified and possibly paid for the right of use.

tekijänoikeuslaki 56 a §.)

In the following, copyright issues are discussed mainly from the view-

The breach of copyright requires intention, purpose of gain and the

point of Finnish laws, regulations, guidelines and rules. It is recom-

fact that the deed may cause significant disadvantage or damage to the

mended that the reader checks the national specifications.

holder of the right. A maximum of two years in prison can be sentenced
for breach of copyright. (Kopiraitti; rikoslaki 49:1.)

The copyright, that is the right of use, belongs to the person who
performed the creative work, and it is created simultaneously with the
work. The copyright is in force for the owner’s life and 70 years after
their death. The copyright period of the photos depends on the photo.

7.2

Material Instructions

If the photo meets sufficiently the threshold originality i.e. it is original
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and independent, the copyright period is the aforementioned. Copyright

As mentioned, a file is needed for the printer, such as a digital photo, a

period of normal photos is 50 years stating from the moment when the

file made with a computer program, or a handmade work of art that is

photo is taken. In practise, the copyright means that the owner has the

converted in digital format by scanning or photographing. Experienced

right to use the work financially to their advantage. In most cases, the

large-format printing companies have material instructions on their

owner also has the right to define how and in which situations other can

websites. It is recommended to read the instructions, as they may vary.

use the work. This includes all the possible methods and techniques, in

Already when creating the material, it is worth contacting the printing

which the work can be copied and made publicly available. Copyright

company in order to get the most out of the result. The printing file is
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usually a vector or a bitmap picture or a text file. The files may also have

Preferably, the colours need to be defined in CMYK format, as it is the

been combined, so it is recommended to attach clearly-named original

colour system used by the printers. In case the colours are defined in

files to the printing material. This way, the actual picture may be as a

RGB format, attach also the ICC profile of the image to the material (See

bitmap, the logo as vector graphics and the text is added. In this sort

Chapter 4.3). The resolution requirements of large-format images are

of situation, you should have a low-resolution screen PDF, in addition.

considered case-by-case, and they depend on the image size and the

(Meriläinen interview 15.1.2016.)

viewing distance. Usually, it is not recommended to enlarge the resolution artificially. (Meriläinen, interview 15.1.2016.) If possible, all CMYK, RGB or CMYK/

Vector graphics are well suited for large-format printing, because they

RGB images should include the working space profile from the design-

can be scaled larger endlessly, without having to compromise on the

er’s workstation or alternatively it should be communicated by other

image quality or the file size. Vectors are mathematically described

means before printing the image. (Tarvainen, interview 18.2.2018.)

objects, such as square, triangle, circle, etc. containing the feature
settings relating to these elements, such as the thickness of the line, the
colour, the filling of the element, the colour of the filling, etc. Common

7.3

vector graphics drawing programs are e.g. Adobe® Illustrator and CorelDRAW®.

Image Banks and Photo Agencies

(Meriläinen interview 15.1.2016; Toro 1999, 147.)

If a photo is desired as the source of the large-format print, it is possible
In pixel graphics program, the picture is formed by a group of single dots

to use image banks or photo agencies. They are companies who sell the

(pixels) that all have their own location coordinates and colour values. In

photos of the photographers they represent. When searching the Inter-

pixel graphics, the number of the pixels is defined already when digitizing

net, there is a vast array of alternatives and a very miscellaneous range of

the original. This needs to be taken into account in case the picture will be

quality. Clearly, there are two types of photos on offer. RM images (Right

enlarged. When enlarging the pixel image, the distance between the pixels

Managed) are protected of their right of use and limited to a certain

grow and as the number of pixels remains unchanged, the resulting

period and to a certain purpose. RF images (Royalty Free) are such that

The amount of information

can be used with one-time payment as much as desired and for as long

in bitmap picture is larger than that of vector graphics, and e.g. for 20

as needed. Additionally, there are free image banks, but in professional

x 10-metre large-format image, the required file size may grow to 2 Gt.

projects, their use is very minimal.

picture is unclear and granular.

(Toro 1999, 148.)

(Kuvapankit 2016.)

Programs for bitmap image processing are e.g. Corel PaintShop® Pro and
Finnish photo agencies include Gorilla, Kuvaario, Lehtikuva, Leuku,

clearly more commonly used Adobe® Photoshop. (Meriläinen interview 15.1.2016.)

Pixhill, Rodeo and Vastavalo. From other countries are Arcangel Images,
Also the texts are mathematically described objects that differ from

Auroa Photos, Glasshouse Images, iStockphoto, Millenium Images,

vectors only in the fact that the drawing instructions for each letter

PhotoAlto, Scanpix, Shutterstock, Trevillion Images and 123rtf.

is not located in the document but the program retrieves it from the
operating system of the computer. Like vectors, they are scalable, so that
changing their size does not affect the file size. Texts are created with
desktop publishing programs, such as ® Indesign. (Helminen 2005, 28.) In the
material, the text needs to be converted or contain the fonts, so that they
can be scaled and opened with different programs (Meriläinen, interview 15.1.2016).
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CorelDRAW® is registered
trademark of Corel™.
PaintShop® Pro is
registered trademark
of Corel™.
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7.4

Sufficient Information of the Original

If the original is created by drawing or painting by hand, it needs to be
large enough so that adding details in it is easier. If the original does
not fit into the scanner, it needs to be photographed in order to create a
printing file. Images 6 and 7 represent a solution of such a special case.
The production time and rooms of the Phantom of the Opera musical
in question did not enable the realization by painting, which led to the
decision of using large-format printing. The set designer’s model of the
historical theatre backdrop is good as such, but the small model contains
very little of details and it would have suffered from intensive enlargement. In this case, the solution was to have the set painter to create a
larger, more detailed 2000 x 3000 mm painting that was photographed.
This is not always necessary, but if the model is a little larger than A3
format, it is large enough to add in some details. The Finnish National
Opera and Ballet require a scale model of 1:25 of the set designs, which
means that the measures of the 17 x 14-metre backdrop are in the model
Image 6. Model ready for photograpy.

76 x 56cm.
Finally, the white sections of the curtain were cut off and a sparse black
scenic net was glued to the back side to keep the protruding part in their
required shape. See the method in chapter 10.2.2.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Phantom of the Opera
Design: Teppo Järvinen
Print Material: Digitex® Decoflex® 210 g
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy
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Image 7. Print drop to be finished.
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7.5

Photographing the Original and
Scanning as a Print File

7.5.2

SELECTION OF THE LENS

It is not understandable that manufacturers continue to develop lenses
for the 36-50MP range. How long will it take for sensor manufacturers to

7.5.1

deliver sensors far away from the 50MP? Also at reasonable prices. Whether

SELECTION OF CAMERA

the people need it or not, industry will deliver. (Scherpink, interview 19.3.2018.)

Even with comparatively inexpensive cameras, it is now possible to
In case of doubt, each lens has to be tested individually to see if it is

provide photos for the production of large-format prints.

capable of reproducing the high resolution. Check also which aperture is
Here is an (incomplete) excerpt of cameras available in 2017 with very

the sharpest on which lens. Special attention needs to be paid to possible

high resolution.

edge blur. (Scherpink, interview 19.3.2018.)
The price of a camera lens is typically directly proportional to it’s quali-

CAMERA

MB

SENSOR SIZE

PRICE APPROX.

ty; a more expensive lens will produce better images. A further indicator

PhaseOne XF, new

100

53.7x40.4mm

36,000 € with 80mm lens

of high quality is the term “aspherical” following the name of the lens,

Fujifilm GFX 50S

50

43.8x32.9mm

5,800 € body

which indicates the correction of spherical aberration i.e. edge blur.

Canon EOS 5DS R

50

36x24mm

3,000 € body

Nikon D850, new

45,7

36x24mm

3,160 € body

Sony a7rii
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36x24mm

2,499 € body

(Mokkila, interview 5.5.2018.)

Each individual lens has an optimal aperture, which usually lies near the
middle of the aperture range. For example, if a lens’s luminous intensity
is 1:1.4 and it’s smallest aperture is f22, optimal resolution can usually be
obtained with values f8-f11. (Mokkila, interview 5.5.2018.)

If we want to double the resolution, we need about four times the megapixels. If we have a 36-megapixel camera, then a ~150-megapixel camera would

Teleoptics (focal distance > 85mm) should be used whenever possible.

deliver about twice the possible resolution.

This ensures realistic proportions of the subject and prevents over-

(Scherpink, interview 19.3.2018.)

emphasis of the mid-section. If instead a wide-angle lens is used, it is
A further increase in the number of pixels does not seem to make much

important to note that lines towards the edges of the image will become

sense for the 35mm format, if we are thinking of a further spread of

distorted and the mid-section of the subject will be accentuated. Such

medium format sensors. The problem of micro-blurriness would be

distortions should be corrected with an image processing program as

reduced. Micro-blurriness is also an optical problem and it can‘t be total-

soon as possible, while a clear memory of the original subject is still in

ly avoided.

mind. (Mokkila, interview 5.5.2018.)

(Scherpink, interview 19.3.2018.)

The combination of large sensor size and a high quality lens constitute
ideal camera properties for producing large-format prints (Mokkila, interview
.

5.5.2018)
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When photographing the original, the best file formats for photographing are RAW and TIFF in production, because JPG is a compressed
format and hence some image information is lost from the file. In RAW
photographing, it is recommended to use e.g X-Rite ColorChecker®
target to facilitate copying the colours precisely. Also the amount of light
sources and standardizing the lighting edges within the limitations of
the object need to be considered, so that the complete temperature of
the lit object remains unchanged, especially if there are multiple photographed originals for the project. (Tarvainen, interview 18.2.2018.)

7.5.3

SCANNING

In the scanner, the temperature is standard. This means that it is a
controlled process, even if there were multiple originals to be scanned.
This is not the case when photographing an original as a print file,
because if a single light source is in a different position than in the previous photo, the entire temperature of the photo changes, which can affect
the end result. If there is texture in the original, such as in oil painting,
the best thing to do is to scan it with an appropriate Cruse® scanner.
Cruse® is able to scan this type of original with an even light angle for a
precise digitized file that contains the adjustable amount of the 3-dimensional effect of the original source. Maximally, the diagonal measure of
the original source can be over 2 metres with a basic Cruse® scanner, and
the company also have a wall scanner suitable for larger
objects, such as murals. The standard is a scannable area of 25m2. Cruse®
also has a mobile 3D scanner. The features of a basic Cruse® scanner
include maximum resolution of 800 dpi, scanning of framed works and
scanning without touching the object. (Tarvainen, interview 18.2.2018.)

X-Rite ColorChecker®
is registered
ownership of
Pantone®.
Cruce® is registered
trademark of Cruce®.
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7.6

Large-Format Process at the 		
Finnish National Opera and Ballet
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8

contains chemical reaction agents or compounds producing heat,

Safety of the Prints

light, sound gas, smoke or the combination of these and that might
also contain a propelling charge moving the object or a part of the
object. (Laki vaarallisten kemikaalien ja räjähteiden käsittelyn turvallisuudesta 390/2005 6 §; Koivuranta ym, 2011, 5.)
National fire protection standards exist in Italy (C), France (N-F) Spain
(Classification 1), United Kingdom (British Standard), USA (NFPA 701)
and Germany. The German DIN 4102-1 standard is approved in many
European countries. There is also a new European standard EN 13501-1,
but the national standards are in effect until the EN-13501-1 will be more
commonly implemented. (Gause 2013, 5.)

8.1

Fire Safety of the Materials
In Finland, the Sisäasianministeriön Ohje (The Guidelines of the Ministry

The fire safety of drapes, such as curtains and drop-curtain fabrics, is

of the Interior) from 1998 (Julkaisusarja A:56, series of publications) on the fire safety of

important, because their role in the initial phase of fires is often signifi-

drapes has been used for a long time. The guidelines define the ignitabil-

cant. The right selection of fittings might support fire safety, and on the

ity classes based on the burning behaviours of the drapes and the appli-

other hand, wrong choices can ruin a well-designed safety system. (Rämö &

cation recommendations regarding the rooms. Fixtures include hanging

Ylä-Sulkava 1999, 4, 6; Sandberg 2011, 19.)

textiles, drop-curtain fabrics and other similar products. (Sisäasiainministeriö
1998, 5.)

Even though the Guidelines were reversed in 2001, they were still

The most important burning behaviours are ignition, rate of burning,

used. Rakennustieto Oy published in 2012 new guidelines to fill in the

smoke formation, melting, generation of heat and smouldering (Sandberg

gap: Sisusteiden paloturvallisuus (Fire Satefy of Drapes).

. Respectively, key features of fire retardant treatment are poor

2011, 19)

flammability, slow burning, fire resistance, non-beaded burning, low

In Finland, there are no legislative minimum requirements of the Rescue

smoke generation, non-toxic combustion gases and insulating effect,

Services regarding the fire safety of drapes in public spaces, but opera-

that is protection from ignition sources (Gause 2013, 6). The generation rate of

tors in charge of the operation of the public spaces are responsible for

the smoke is essential from the point of view of saving lives. Combustion

also for the fire safety. Furthermore, during the fire inspections, recom-

gases hamper visibility and breathing, irritate eyes and can even in small

mendations and orders regarding the use of drapes can be given. (Ryynänen

amounts paralyse vital functions. The majority of fire deaths is caused

2013, 22 -24; Ritanen 2014, 17.)

by breathing toxic combustion gases. (Ryynänen etc. 2001, 16, 17; Sandberg 2011, 20.)

ensures the fire protection of the drapes. In public events, where effects

The certificate of the ignitability class of the drapes

are used, must the drapes used at the site be fire resistant by the rescue
In the following, fire safety issues are discussed partly from the view-

authorities’ guidelines for the use of pyrotechnical effects. Usually,

point of Finnish laws, regulations, instructions and rules. The reader is

materials tested according to standard DIN 4102 are used, which means

encouraged to check all the necessary specifications.

that the acceptable class is B1. Also a Finnish classification system is
used, and the acceptable class is IC1. (Koivuranta etc. 2011, 10.)

In most applications of performance-technical prints, the operator sets
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fire safety requirements for the products. Additional requirements are

In addition, the safe distances to hot objects need to be considered.

set through effects and pyrotechnical products used in performances

This includes objects such as stage lamps. The temperature of the light

and events. By pyrotechnical product is meant an object or a tool that

source means how hot the lamp will be when it is used. Traditional
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filament bulbs, such as halogen and glow bulbs, warm up to hundreds

directional distance does not comply with the fire-prevention distance

of degrees. Inside of a halogen lamp, the temperature can be as high as

between the lamp and the lit object. The first photo is taken after 10

1 400 degrees (incandescent wire). Even the temperature of their beam

minutes, the second after 15 minutes and the third after 50 minutes.

is so powerful it can start a fire (Limic Oy 2016). The amount of radiation heat

(Puurula; Hautalahti, interview 7.3.2016.)

in the surface touching the beam is depends of the distance between the

ed that the straps would have yielded most likely very fast. The fire-

lamp and the surface and how small the alignment point of the beam is.

prevention distance of the light source in question to the lit target is by

Furthermore, factors such as the structure of surfaces and the absorp-

far not the longest in the market, and there are more effective alterna-

tion ability affect the temperature. Dark surfaces warm up easier. Also

tives available.

If the load had been 1 000 kg, it can be conclud-

the surrounding temperature and the air flow of the application location
Table 2 demonstrates the ignitability classes (IC). (Sisäasianministeriö 1998, 7.)

matters. For these reasons and because of the complex features of
spotlights it is difficult to offer single, clear guidelines. We need to follow
the fire-prevention distances between the lamp frame and the lit object
Class

Burning behaviour

IC 0

does not ignite

The following photo series (image 8) represents a situation where a beam

Non-flammable

does not burn

lamp is directed from 200mm distance at lifting straps of 1 000 kg with

IC 1

ignites poorly

a load of 10 kg. This is a set-up testing situation in question, where the

Fire resistant

extinguishes on its own

marked in the type plates of the lamps. (Koivunen and Mäkiaho, interview 27.2.2016.)

does not generate plenty of fire-distributing molten matter
IC 2

ignites (not easily)

Conventionally

might burn out

flammable

does not generate plenty of fire-distributing molten matter

IC 3

ignites easily and/or

Highly flammable

burns intensively and/or
releases plenty of heat and/or
generates plenty of fire-distributing molten matter

Table 2

Image 8. RMC Oy test regarding the temperature of a beam-type lamp’s beam.
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Table 3 presents the fixture (drapes etc.) application recommendations

Below is the comparative table created by Gerriets GmbH. This compar-

based on the ignitability classes for different rooms, such as theatres and

ison is for reference purposes only; Gerriets GmbH is not responsible for

exhibition halls

.

the accuracy of any terminology or information presented here.

(Rakennustietosäätö 2012, 6)

In table, the class EFL is the new European fire class marking for flooring

Table 4

Allgemeine Informationen / Explications générales / General Information

that covers products resisting a stress caused by a small flame.

Brandschutznormen / Classement au feu / Flame Retardancy

DFL-s1 content covers flooring products meeting the requirements of

Zuordnung der Baustoffklassen nach
DIN 4102-1 zu den in den deutschen
Bauordnungen verwendeten bauaufsichtlichen Benennungen.

class EFL and that endure heat radiation stress for a certain amount of

Produits de construction et classement au feu selon la norme
DIN 4102-1.

Classification of building products,
with German construction regulations
compared to DIN 4102-1 standards.

Bauaufsichtliche Benennungen
Classification des produits de construction
Building products classification

time. The additional class of s1 means that the total smoke production is

Deutsche Baustoffklasse nach DIN 4102-1
Classement au feu selon DIN 4102-1
German classification DIN 4102-1

Nichtbrennbare Baustoffe / Produits de construction incombustibles / Non-combustible building products

limited. (Weckman 2001, 4.)

A1

Nicht brennbare Baustoffe / Produits de construction incombustibles / Building products - non-combustible

Table 3

B1

Normal entflammbare Baustoffe / Produits normalement inflammables / Building products - normally burning

B2

Leicht entflammbare Baustoffe / Produits facilement inflammables / Building products - easily burning

B3

Fixtures

Operating conditions

Classification

Accommodation rooms
and nursing institutions:
hotels, vacation homes,
dormitories, hospitals,
old-age homes, prisons
and other similar facilities

sheets and pillow cases

-

IC 2

other fixtures

-

IC 1

other fixtures

there is an especially
efficient supervision (**)

IC 2

carpets

-

DFL-s1

carpets

there is an especially
efficient supervision (**)

EFL

Bauaufsichtliche Benennungen
Classification des produits de
construction
Building products classification

fixtures

-

IC 1

Nicht brennbare Baustoffe
Produits incombustibles
Non-combustible building products

Day-care centres
and schools

Other meeting and
business rooms:
shops, exhibition halls,
sports halls, theatres,
churches, libraries and
other similar facilities
that are used during
the day or evening

carpets

-

DFL-s1

curtains

-

IC 1

curtains

there is an especially
efficient supervision (**)

IC 2

other fixtures

-

IC 2

carpets

-

EFL

fixtures

-

IC 1

fixtures

there is an automatic fire
extinguishing system

IC 2

Zuordnung der in den deutschen Bauordnungen verwendeten bauaufsichtlichen Benennungen zu den neuen
europäischen Klassifizierungen nach
EN 13501-1 (außer Bodenbeläge).

Produits de construction et classement au feu selon la nouvelle norme
européene EN 13501-1
(hors revêtements de sol).

Classification of building products,
with German construction regulations
compared to European EN 13501-1
(excluding floor coverings).

Zusatzanforderungen / Exigences complémentaires / Additional
requirements
kein Rauch
Pas de fumée
No smoke

kein brennendes Abtropfen / Abfallen
Pas de gouttelettes enflammées
No droplets

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Schwer entflammbare Baustoffe
Produits difficilement inflammables
Building products - hard to burn

carpets

there is an automatic fire
extinguishing system

EFL

Europäische Klasse nach DIN EN 13501-1
Classement européen selon DIN EN 13501-1
European classification DIN EN 13501-1
A1
A2 - s1, d0
B - s1, d0
C - s1, d0
A2 - s2, d0
A2 - s3, d0
B - s2, d0
B - s3, d0
C - s2, d0
C - s3, d0
A2 - s1, d1
A2 - s1, d2
B - s1, d1
B - s1, d2
C - s1, d1
C - s1, d2

•

A2 - s3, d2
B - s3, d2
C - s3, d2

•

(**) For example, a fire detection system combined with supervision of persons.
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Schwer entflammbare Baustoffe / Produits difficilement inflammables / Building products - hard to burn

Apartment or room

Restaurants

A2

Brennbare Baustoffe / Produits de construction combustibles / Flammable building products

Normal entflammbare Baustoffe
Produits normalement inflammables
Building products - normally burning

Leicht entflammbare Baustoffe
Produits facilement inflammables
Building products - easily burning

D - s1, d0
D - s2, d0
D - s3, d0
E
D
D
D
D
D
D

- s1, d1
- s2, d1
- s3, d1
- s1, d2
- s2, d2
- s3, d2

E

- d2
F
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Allgemeine Informationen / Explications générales / General Information

8.2

Brandschutznormen / Classement au feu / Flame Retardancy
Zuordnung der in den deutschen
Bauordnungen verwendeten bauaufsichtlichen Benennungen zu den
neuen europäischen Klassifizierungen
nach EN 13501-1 für Bodenbeläge.

Produits de construction et classement au feu selon la nouvelle norme
européene EN 13501-1 pour
revêtements de sol.

Classification of building products,
with German construction regulations
compared to the European standard
EN 13501-1 for floor coverings.

If the large-format print is not made of fire-protected materials, the fire
protection of the product can be performed afterwards with solutions

Bauaufsichtliche Anforderung
Classification des produits de construction
Construction supervision requirements

Europäische Klasse nach DIN EN 13501-1
Classement européen selon DIN EN 13501-1
European classification DIN EN 13501-1

manufactured for the purpose. In the instructions of many fire-protection products designed for soft materials state that immersion and

A1fl

Nicht brennbar / incombustible / Inherently flame-retardant construction materials

A2fl

Schwer entflammbar / difficilement inflammable / Construction material flameproofed to German standard

Bfl - s1
Cfl - s1

Normal entflammbar / normalement inflammable / Construction material flameproofed to German standard

A2fl - s2
Bfl - s2
Cfl - s2
Dfl - s1
Dfl - s2
Efl

Leicht entflammbar / facilement inflammable / Construction material flameproofed to German standard

festoon drying are the most efficient way to absorb the liquid to the
material. However, this is not always possible because of the large size of
the print curtain, so the alternative methods are brushing and spraying.
Based on my experiences, I can verify that spraying is a good method for
textiles. The challenge here is the side mist created during the spray-

Ffl

Wichtige Anmerkung:
Eine direkte Zuordnung der europäischen Klassifizierungen zu den
Klassifizierungen nach DIN 4102-1
ist NICHT möglich.
Nur die Zuordnung der bauaufsichtlichen Benennungen
(z.B. nicht brennbar, schwer
entflammbar) zu den europäischen
Klassifizierungen nach EN 13501-1
ist, wie hier dargestellt, möglich.

Nota important :
Une comparaison directe et automatique des nouvelles euroclasses
et du classement selon la norme
DIN 4102-1 n‘est pas possible.
Seulement une lecture parallèle de
la classification des produits (par
ex. „incombustible“, „difficilement
inflammable“ etc.) d‘une part et
du classement selon la norme EN
13501-1 d‘autre part est envisageable (voir listes ci-dessus).

Important:
It is NOT possible to directly compare the DIN 4102-1 classifications
to the new European classifications.
As a guideline, it is possible to
find a correlation between the
construction regulation classifications (i.e. non-combustible, hard to
burn) and the European classification according to EN 13501-1
(as shown in chart).

ing. Hence, spraying requires a well-ventilated room and the amount of

Erläuterungen der zusätzlichen
Angaben zur Klassifizierung des
Brandverhaltens von Baustoffen (einschl. Bodenbeläge) nach EN 13501-1.

Explication des abréviations utilisées
dans le cadre de la norme
EN 13501-1 (revêtements de sol
inclus).

Key to abbreviations used in DIN EN
13501-1 classifications

also stiffen due to the process or feel sticky. This is why it is recommend-

Herleitung der Kurzzeichen
Abbréviations
Abbreviations

absorption needs to be carefully estimated.
The downside of independently performed fire protection is that noticeable amounts of fire retardants might be left in the material. In textiles,
there might appear a slight mottle or salt-like surface. The fabric might
ed to make a large enough sample of the fire protection in situations

Kriterium
Critères
Criteria

Anwendungsbereich
Champ d‘application
Application field

s = Smoke

Rauchentwicklung
Production de fumée
smoke emission

Anforderungen an die Rauchentwicklung
Exigences par rapport à la production de fumée
smoke emission requirements

d = Droplets

Brennendes Abtropfen / Abfallen
Production de gouttelettes enflammées
droplets

Anforderungen an das brennende Abtropfen / Abfallen
Exigences par rapport à la production de gouttelettes enflammées
droplet requirements

fl = Floorings

Revêtements de sol

Brandverhaltensklasse für Bodenbeläge
Classement au feu pour revêtements de sol
fire behaviour classification for floorings

Der offizielle Vergleich der europäischen Klassen (z.B. EN 13501) mit
den bauaufsichtlichen Benennungen
( z.B. schwer entflammbar) ist nur
möglich, wenn es eine Produktnorm
gibt oder wenn dies in Form einer
nationalen Zulassung geschieht (in
Deutschland das DIBt, Berlin).

Une comparaison officielle des euroclasses (EN 13501) et du classement
selon DIN 4102-1 n‘est envisageable
que dans le cadre d‘une norme de
produit existante ou d‘une homologation nationale par le biais du DIBT
à Berlin.

Official comparisons between
different flame retardant
classification standards can be
made only by nationally authorized
institutes.

Bitte beachten Sie, dass alle
Angaben ohne Gewähr sind!

Nota : toutes les explications
ci-dessus sont données sans
garantie de notre part.

Please note:
This comparison is for reference
purposes only; Gerriets GmbH is
not responsible for the accuracy
of any terminology or
information presented here.

to meet the requirements set in the shipping directive. The directive
applies to all textiles that are set fire safety requirements in the SOLAS
agreement by International Maritime Organization. These include
curtains.

(Ryynänen etc. 2001, 81–82.)

where the combination of the protected material and the fire retardant is
not previously familiar.
There are many Finnish and international fire retardant solutions in the
market. The following products are marketed as appropriate for performance-technical use.
•

Roscoflamex™ NF, for natural fibres, such as cotton

•

Roscoflamex™ SF, for synthetic fibres, such as polyester, nylon,
acryl, rayon and the blends of cotton and synthetic fibres

On cruise ships, (where there are also stages) the products used need
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Independent Fire Protection

•

Roscoflamex™ DF, for delicate fabrics (most natural fibres and
synthetic)

Roscoflamex™ is
trademark of Rosco
Laboratories, Inc.
Florimp® and Bioretard®
are registered
trademarks of Aisco
Chemieprodukte GmbH.

•

Roscoflamex™ PC, for paper and cardboard

•

Roscoflamex™ WD, for wood, plywood and products alike (Rosco 2016.)

•

Aisco Florimp® K Verde, suitable for e.g. the following materials:
polyester, Tyvek and paper

•

Aisco Bioretard®, for absorbent natural fibres, such as paper and
cardboard

•

Aisco Florimp® H, for wood (Aisco 2016.)
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In Finland, fire retardant solutions are sold among others by Kukila

A general practice in performance technique is that the wind load is

Oy, who represents the Flovan® CGN fire retardant designed for the fire

calculated according to the wind-resistant material. The effects of

protection of textiles. The product is suitable for e.g. cotton, regenerated

permeability to wind can be identified as follows: if you pour a litre of

cellulose fibre, polyethylene, polypropylene, polyester and wool. Accord-

water through a thick strainer, it goes through the strainer in a certain

ing to Kukila Oy, a correctly-processed product complies with the IC 1

amount and speed. When you pour 200 litres, the permeability remains

ignitability class (Attachment 1). Huolto-Ojala Oy, on the other hand,

the same. (Wikström, interview 16.4.2017.) Also the possible ice accumulated in the

performs fire-retardant processes for textiles on demand. By searching

printing material in winter needs to be taken into account, because

the Internet, there are numerous other companies available specialized

the accumulated ice reduces the wind permeability of the material. In

in fire protection and in the sales of fire retardants.

addition, the weight of the printing material rises developing more load
on the brackets and structures. The formation of icicles requires always
isolating the area to avoid the risk of falling icicles. (Koponen, interview 5.12.2017.)

8.3

Outdoor Use of Large-Format Prints
and the Wind Load

The influence of wind on a temporary demountable structure (such
as stages) is one of the greatest dangers (Bakker etc. 2015, 73). If the stages are
assembled according to the manufacturers’ instructions, they endure

In outdoor use, during the choice of materials, the effect of high air

up to the announced wind limit. Up to 20 metres, the wind does not

humidity and the rain needs to be considered, but also the wind load

cause any problems, but after that the wall fabrics need to be removed.

directed at the structure needs to be calculated in the early phase.

The safety precautions due to the weather vary, and the stage is closed

During the calculation, the location and size of the wall fabric needs to

as the final precaution. First, the large video screens can be removed

be taken into account. E.g. when dealing with a truss structure, the resis-

and the wall fabrics of the stage can be opened so that the wind is able

tance of wind load depends also on the used truss model, the material

to blow through. (Mattila, 2016.) If there is no time to remove the wall fabrics

of the wall fabric, the size and angle of the guys, and the used brackets.

due to strong wind, we need to facilitate the ripping by cutting a starting

The wind effects are buoyancy, transfer and pressure. If can be foreseen

point for the rip. This way, the wall fabric loads the stage structures less

that the wind conditions will cross the storm limits, the wall fabric must

when ripping. When attaching the wall fabrics, it is recommended to

be laid down in order to avoid damages. During storm, the wall fabric

use rubber bands that operate as sort of fuses; they break under a heavy

cannot be laid down.

wind load. After removing the fabrics, the largest stages endure wind

(Pixmill 2008, 21, 25; Wikström, interview 16.4.2017.)

speed of 35.8 metres per second. (Mattila, 2016; Wikström, interview 16.4.2017.)
Also indoors, such as in exhibition halls, there might be wind load, if the
doors of large halls are opened simultaneously during the installation or

Wind speed should be measured at a height of 10m above ground level or

disassembly of the departments’ fixtures or sets. Hence, the structures

at least at the highest point of the structure (Bakker etc. 2015, 73).

need to be durable enough.
Prolyte has compiled the following Beufort Scale that can be used e.g. to
Wind-permeable materials reducing the wind load include gauze, flag

estimate the wind force according to the conditions described in the last

fabric, perforated vinyl and other so called mesh materials. Often, the

column.

permeability of gauzes is stated as a percentage, which is related to the
transfer of light. We need to take into account that this does not mean
the same as permeability to wind.
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(Bakker etc. 2015, 73.)

Flovan® is registered
trademark of GSG
Group of Companies.

EN-13782 is the European standard for temporary structures, tents and
safety. In addition, there are certificates based on manufacturers’ tests
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air starts to subside towards the ground. When arriving to the ground
surface, the cold air spreads into different directions and causes a strong
wind. In the summer, there are several downbursts in Finland, but due
to their small size, very few have actually experienced the force of a
downburst. Significant downburst days occur in the entire country only
a few during the summer, and then the wind can exceed 25m/s during
the gusts. At strongest, the wind can even exceed 50 metres per second
during downbursts. (Interview, Punkka 2.5.2017.)
Based on the damages noticed in Finland, the strongest downburst
winds have been approximately 50 metres per second (Personal Communication,
Punkka 2.5.2017).

The most dangerous downburst situations in the 21st century

occurred in 2002 and 2010, when the gusty winds turned over millions
Table 5

of cubic metres of forest. The effects of the wind are in downbursts more
severe at high locations, such as at the canopy or the rooftops. (Interview,
Punkka 2.5.2017.)

and calculations. They define e.g. the anchors, maximum wind load
and maximum snow loads. In Finland, the authorities usually require

A tornado is a funnel-shaped turbulence between the lower edge of

an installation certificate from the installer of the temporary structure

the cloud and ground level. It is in connection with a rain or a thunder

and sometimes even a statement from the building engineer. The user

cloud. Also a tornado is small in diameter, typically tens or a couple

must comply with the instructions of the standard and the certificate.

of hundred metres, and its duration is calculated usually in minutes.

The order of responsibilities is as follows: first the certificate, second

A tornado can form in the convergence zone of surface winds (e.g. sea

the installation certificate and third following the instructions.

breeze zone), where slight turbulences might form. If some of the turbu-

(Interview,

lences occur in the location of rain cloud’s rising air flow, the turbulence

Keskinen-Rönkö 24.4.2017.)

might increase in force and become a tornado. (Interview, Punkka 2.5.2017.)
There are 10-20 tornados in Finland annually, but only once or twice a

8.3.1

DANGEROUS AND HAZARDOUS WEATHER

decade a strong and destructive turbulence is noticed. These include the
turbulences in Mikkeli and Kontiolahti in 1998 and 2004. Downbursts

In Finland, the definition of a storm includes the 10-minute average

are, however, significantly more general and destructive than tornados.

value is at least 21 m/s. Internationally, the limit of storm wind is 25m/s.

Due to their turbulent nature, tornados usually turn trees over crosswise,

A momentary, strong gust of wind is called a squall, when the force

as a downburst turns them over pointing in the same direction. Unlike

corresponds to storm wind. The strongest squalls can be 1.5-2 times as

usually in downbursts, the destructive force of the wind reaches the

strong as the average wind.

ground level. This is why a tornado can move and fly heavy objects even

(Interview, Keskinen-Rönkö 24.4.2017.)

for hundreds of metres or even kilometres. (Interview, Punkka 2.5.2017.)
A downburst is a strong, brief and small-area wind condition caused by
a rain or a thunder cloud. It is born inside a rain cloud when the cold
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In Finland, it is possible for the event planner to subscribe to the Finnish

8.3.2

CALCULATION OF THE WIND LOAD

Meteorological Institute’s monitor and alarm service of hazardous and
destructive weather. Using the service, the event planner is up to date of

Calculating the wind load for temporary structures is challenging,

the weather changes in the event area. Images 9-12 below show examples

because the wind load depends on multiple factors. In the following, the

of the most likely location and size of the downburst. They also describe

basics for calculating the wind load are briefly discussed. The writer cannot

how the forecast is specified as the event time approaches, all in relation

be held liable for the consequences of implementing the equations.

to the event area.

(Interview, Punkka 2.5.2017.)

The total horizontal wind load of a building or a separate wall can be
In Finland, it is possible to take a wind-damage insurance, although the

calculated in a simple method with the following equation in the follow-

damages clauses mention that the Finnish Meteorological Institute has

ing situations:

had to measure the storm readings in the nearest weather station.
Keskinen-Rönkö 24.4.2017.)

(Interview,

•

the height of the building is max. 15m, or

•

the walls of the building are bearing and the width of the building is
everywhere more than ¼ of the building’s height, or

•

when the natural frequency of the wall is ≥ 5Hz

Fw,k = Cf qk(h) Aref
Here,

is the force factor of the building (see table 7).

is

the velocity pressure corresponding to the height of the building
(see figure 3), and

is the building’s perpendicular projected area

against the wind.
Image 9. 48 hours before

Image 10. 24 hours before

The resultant of the total wind load

is assumed to affect from

0,6h height from ground level.
The extent of the wind load is affected by the terrain class according to
the table 6.

Image 11. 12 hours before
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Image 12. 1 hour before
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Table 6 – Terrain classes.

8.3.3

DOWNBURST AT SONISPHERE FESTIVAL IN 2010 		
IN PORI, FINLAND

Class

Description of the terrain’s roughness and surface profile.

0

Open sea or an open coast at sea

I

Lake or an area, where there is minor vegetation and no obstacles

In Finland, a storm caused a serious accident in August 2010 at Soni-

II

Area, where there is low vegetation and individual trees or
buildings that are located at the distance of 20 times the height
of the obstacle away from each other, e.g. farm land

caused by it struck at the festival area. The wind broke the structures of

III

Suburbian and industrial areas and forests.
Low small-house areas and villages

IV

Connected wide city areas, where min. 15% of the area is
built, and the average height of the buildings is over 15m

sphere Festival in Pori, when the thunder storm and the downburst
a stage. The objects thrown by the wind caused one death and injuries to
40 people. (Mattila, 2016.)
Reporter Päivi Meritähti from the Finnish Broadcasting Company
YLE wrote in 2017 about the damages of Pori downburst as follows:
A rare natural phenomenon claimed one life and caused significant

Table 7. In the simplified method, force factors

are used.

damages at the area where there were gathered tens of thousands
of people seven years ago.

Description
Closed building usually

1,3

3 Pitch-roofed closed building when examined the slanting-directional wind,
the inclination of the roof being 5°-40° (in the other direction cf = 1,3)

1,5

Partly open building, when the area of apertures in the windward
side is max. 30% of the total area of the building’s external walls

1,6

Separate wall

21

The weather forecast predicted a rumble. The festival organizers
thought it would be a normal summer thunder storm. They were
about to bring an image to the stage screen, which contained
alarming information for the crowd. A dark cloud appeared over Pori
Kirjurinluoto so fast, there was never time to announce the warning.

(RIL 205-1-2009, 38–39.)

The head of security Ville Ketonen who sat in the command centre

(RIL, 2009.)

bus could not see the stage anymore. The bus remained scarcely
right side up. The long side faced windward, and the people inside
the bus knew the things were getting serious. When the people
Figure 3. The eigenvalues
of the velocity pressure
qk(h) in different
terrain classes

could finally get out, the sight at the area was horrifying. The main
stage endured, but the structures were at risk. Even though all
the precautions had been taken care of small tents couldn’t have
survived such a storm, states Ville Ketonen.
In ten minutes, a lot happened. The downburst struck at Pori swept
over eactly the area where there were tens of thousands of festival
visitors gathered. Tents flew, fences fell.
The organizers were prepared for storms, but no-one could imagine
that something like this could happen in Finland.
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Image 14.

Reporter Päivi Meritähti asked readers for memories from that day. She
received many contacts from people who were there that day. Here are
some recollections they described:
Hanna remembered especially standing in the mud side by side with
strange Iron Maiden fans crying and singing. Fear of the Dark was
played in the fog as the broken side fabrics of the stage fluttered in
the wind.
Some felt that the storm came out of nowhere, others saw it coming.
Image 15.

– Only a moment after Slayer had stopped, I saw the cloud. It came
from the sea, the speed was really fast and the form peculiar. The
edges were not veillike like a normal cloud’s, but the cloud was very
edgy and tight. And it came really fast, reminisces Saku. He says the
rain was so heavy for a moment, you couldn’t even see the people
standing next to you.
– Then it was over. The driest spot was probably under the tongue,
continues Saku. It was the next day when he heard there was a
death. You feel kind of small when Mother Nature pulls people of
their hair, states Saku.

EVENTS IN PHOTOS
Tero Somppi had time to take a photo of the approaching cloud. Ten
seconds later he was standing in a puddle formed in his Gore-Tex boots.
The rain had filled them up. The wind was so strong you couldn’t see
forward, and the air was packed with flying objects.
– As the downburst went by, the main stage was missing fabrics and
other parts too, reminisces Tero. (Meritähti 8.8.2017, 10.8.2017.)
These stories, the death and tens of injured people give an image of how
important it is to be prepared for a hazardous weather.
Image 16.
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Image 17.
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9

cy of the printers is improved, and the new colour generations are more

Environmental
Impact and
Sustainable 						
Development

user- and environment-friendly than those before. In addition, printers
are being developed to consume less colour in order to achieve the same
quality standard. (Mustonen 2015.) Hewlett-Packard states in their customer
bulletin that e.g. in the HP Latex 300 Printer series printers, 85% of the
weight of the printers is of recyclable and recoverable materials (Hewlett-Packard 6).

9.1.2

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF COLOUR
TECHNOLOGIES

Most large-format printers are such that use water-based inks, and latex
colours represent the latest colour technology, as they lack the harmful
emissions. Moreover, the environmental impacts of disposing the material waste are minor. (Koskinen 2010, 139.) Because the latex colours are odourless, the production facilities do not need additional ventilation, and the
product is immediately after printing ready for finishing processes and

Sustainable Brands, a global community of business innovators,

to be delivered to the client. (Mustonen 2015.)

communicated in their news channels in November 2015 that, according to a global research, at the moment 42% of consumers replied to

The downside of the solvent colours is the release of harmful gases

want more socially and ecologically sustainable products in the market.

during the printing phase. Solvent agent also remains a little in the print,

(Mustonen 2015.)

which is why it is recommended that the prints are only used the day
after. There are also non-toxic solvent colours available. (Koskinen 2015, 139.)

The material manufacturers have had to make big changes in their
production due to the REACH requirements dating from 1.6.2007.

A good quality of UV colours is the lack of organic matter, but the envi-

REACH is the regulation binding the member states of the European

ronment friendliness is reduced by the amount of energy needed for

Parliament and Council of Europe about Registration, Evaluation,

drying the colours. (Koskinen 2010, 139.) In the most recent printer models, the

Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals.

energy demand is reduced, as LED lights are used as UV light sources.

(Mustonen 2015.)

In sublimation printing, the amount of printing waste equals the
number of square metres of printed sublimation paper, from which the

9.1.1

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF
LARGE-FORMAT EQUIPMENT

image is transferred to the actual material.

Large-format equipment are constantly being developed as more efficient and more sustainable production equipment. The energy efficien-
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9.1.3

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF MATERIALS,
RECYCLING AND DISPOSAL

In outdoor advertisement, the used large-format prints were almost
always printed on PVC plastic up to the 21st century. In the new millennium, the PVC-free fabrics have become more popular, and the materials are more often manufactured of completely recyclable materials.
(Pixmill 2008, 33.)

In performance technique, these advertisement materials

are commonly used, but there are also materials that are designed for
performance-technical use. These include the cotton textiles manufactured by Wilhelm Westholt GmbH that are used by Big Image Systems™.
In general it can be stated that fabrics with light unit weight load the
environment less that heavy ones, because their production and dispos-

10
Use of LargeFormat Prints 		
with Case
Examples

al consumes less energy (Pixmill 2008, 33).
Large-format products can be recycled after their use; for example,
Globe Hope Oy manufactures new products of them.
When disposing large-format prints, it needs to be taken into account

10.1

Dullness of the Prints

that the products containing PVC do not belong to energy waste due to
their chlorous content. When burning PVC, hydrogen chloride acid is

In the example section of the work, the requirements for dullness of

released as an exit gas (Euroopan Yhteisöjen Komissio 2000, 27).

the prints are often mentioned. Typically in stage use and in plenty of
other applications, matt finishing is often a useful feature, because the
products are used in bright lighting and distracting shine might appear.
To keep this in mind when selecting the textile material, it is possible to
print on the back side of some materials in order to achieve a duller end
result. Of course, the glossiness is sometimes used as an effect.

10.2

Printed Backdrop Fabrics, Drop-Curtains,
Borders and Sidelegs

There are two main types of printed backdrop fabrics. The first are translucent and transparent materials, such as gauzes and thin flag fabric,
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etc. These materials are often illuminated through to achieve the desired

for storage. This seam type is easy to roll, because the seam is flat. The

effects. This way the seams are visible and often unwanted. The second type

seam is sewn horizontally especially because a vertical seam would

includes different kinds of cotton and polyester fabrics, where the seams do

thicken the roll at each seam and cause wrinkles due to the uneven roll.

not distract so much, as far as the ability of illumination is not desired. All

The seam is also suitable for prints, if the edge of the printing material

these fabrics are soft materials and they can be stored in rolls or folded.

does not unravel.

Some of the printing materials are such that the printed image goes

The open seam in image 18 is commonly used in prints, because it is

through the fabric, and the image can hence be seen from either side.

fast to sew and the patterns are easy to align. From the right side, it is a
very good-looking seam, but it is not easy to roll because a vertical seam
makes the roll thick at the seams. This leads to the aforementioned
loose roll and wrinkles in the fabric. This seam is a good choice when the

10.2.1

SEWING OF THE BACKDROP

prints are meant to be stored in folded form.

The backdrop is often printed on soft polyester fabric or on a cotton

If the curtain is stored folded, eyelets need to be fastened in the upper

fabric. If the width of the fabric is not enough for the measures of the

edge for tabs and ribbons, and also a reinforcement ribbon needs to be

final image, it is sewn with either horizontal or vertical seams, depend-

sewn if necessary. In small curtains, also normal curtain ribbons are

ing on the size and purpose of use. Images 17 and 18 represent the most

possible so that hooks or pulleys can be fastened. In the lower edge,

common seam types.

often a pocket is sewn, where you can slip a lead rope, pipe or a lath.
In some cases, the curtain is also fastened from its sides or all around,
which means that eyelets and reinforcement ribbon might be necessary
there too.
Moreover, it is often recommended to neaten the edges of the print
curtain. Some of synthetic materials can be cut with a hot knife which
melts the cut edge so that it will not unravel. In this case, a hem is not
necessarily needed.

Image 17. So-called Backdrop Seam.

Image 18. Open Seam.

10.2.2 NETTING THE UNEVENLY-CUT PRINTS TO
MAINTAIN THEIR SHAPE

The seam in image 17 is used generally sewn horizontal in painted
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backdrops and specifically so that the edge of the fabric on top is facing

Large-format prints are often cut in shape, which means that the protrud-

upwards. The advantage is that usually part of the theatre lighting is

ing parts of the fabric do not maintain their shape because they are not

carried out from above, and in that way the upper fabric’s seam edge

supported by the rest of the fabric. The same happens to edges of cut aper-

does not form a shadow underneath. In many theatres, the backdrops

tures, which means that they can shrivel up. To prevent this from happen-

are fastened to wooden laths from their top and bottom edges and rolled

ing, the method of netting is used to keep the fabric in its right shape. A
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square net is similar to a fish net, and a black net is almost invisible in the

Image 19.

stage use. First, the shape or the apertures are cut. Then, the print curtain
is fastened by nailing it on the floor right side downwards. Then, the net
is tightened by nailing it on the back of the curtain in an appropriate
tightness in a way that the structure of the net’s mesh is quadrangular.
Next, the net is fastened to the backdrop by gluing or by gluing fabric
strips on the net. This requires experienced personnel or the lesson of trial
and error, in order not to pull the curtain to wrinkles or so that it is not too
loose. The printing material is often fairly soft, so netting is more challenging than when netting painted backdrops. This is because a primed
and painted backdrop is stiffer and easier to keep free from wrinkles.
In 2017, Rachel Keebler from the U.S. was placed in the OISTAT (International Organisation of Scenographers, Theatre Architects and Technicians) Technical Invention Prize Award contest for the method she had
invented for netting. Her netting method facilitates significantly the
challenging netting process.
The method is based on wooden frames which have holes for fixing the
net. The following images 19 and 20 explain the basic principles.
Image 20.

HOW TO USE THE NETTING STRETCHER
1.

Face up, cut away the part of the drop you don’t want

2.

Flip the drop over on to its face

3.

Measure from all sides, mark and snap a rectangle to surround the
hole (larger than the cut-out by about a foot on all sides)

4.

Place the netting stretchers around the rectangle. Start at one
corner, and run off the far end, continuing that way all around, like
a pinwheel

5.

Rough cut the netting about a foot larger than the rectangle and dip
in weak size water

6.

Squeeze out the netting, then lift and spread it over the rectangle.
Start putting the strings through the slots at one corner and proceed
all the way around

7.
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Let it dry in place. The size will shrink it to tension and hold it when dry
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8.

Glue each knot, usually 4-6 knots deep around the hole, with one
dot where each string crosses the edge

9.

Let dry

Roscoflamex™ is
trademark of Rosco
Laboratories, Inc.

Image 22.

10. Cut away excess netting and remove the netting stretcher
The drop below the cut out is now stabilized and you are done.
Please note that dipping the material into water might affect the fire
retardant features of the used cotton netting. Fire retardant should be
added to the dipping water, or the dipping should be performed directly
with a fire-retardant agent, such as Roscoflamex™ NF or Roscoflamex™
SF (for synthetic fibres).
In image 21, the Netting Stretcher frames are stored.
The netting can be carried out also with black gauze which is easier
to apply but is more visible in at the stage. Images 22 and 23 show this
method in Big Image Systems™ print.
Image 23.
Image 21.

Venue: Cameri Theater
Production: Springtime for Hitler
Design: Dir. Mica Lewensohn
Print Material: Cotton
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM
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10.2.3

PRINTED BACKDROP

In image 24, there is a 30-metre wide and a 7-metre tall Cyclorama implemented on a soft polyester fabric that is matt-finished and 240 g/m2 of
its weight. The material choice enables the material to be dropped from
the ceiling directly in the protective bag on the floor, in which the fabric
is laid down and then wrapped around. This loose “bar” is folded into
right measure for storage and transportation. The features of the fabric
in question include that it straightens quite fast from this sort of loose
package to almost unwrinkled. In this case, a vertical seam was selected, because sewing unwrinkled and aligned 30-metre horizontal seams
would have been too challenging.
The magnificient panorama print in image 25 is printed on bleached
cotton fabric.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Die tote Stadt
Design: Es Devlin
Print Material: Berger Textiles Display 240 g
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy

Image 24. Cyclorama.
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Venue: Panorama 360 °
Production: Mount Everest
Design: Yadegar Asisi
Print Material: Cotton
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

Image 25.
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10.2.4

BACKLIGHT-RESISTING PRINTED BACKDROP

Sometimes there is so much light behind the backdrops that the fabrics
need to be lightproof. There are several options in the market among
lightproof printing textiles, e.g. Heytex® Digitex Opaque 320 g and Georg
& Otto Friedrich Decotex 7255 FLPS 220 g.

10.2.5

BORDER WITH PRINT IMAGE

The fabrics used as borders in theatres are usually required to be lightproof because of the spotlights located in the ceiling pipes or lighting
truss behind them. In the example in image 12, also only the lower part
was required to be transparent, so that the multiple paintings (prints)
appliqued to the borders would seem to hang one by one. The borders
are approximately four metres high, and their bases are manufactured of

Image 26. Fixing the Images on the Borders.

transparent black sharkstooth gauze which is covered half way from the
top with black molton fabric of 320 g/m2 cut unevenly in an angular form
as the lightproof part. Numerous images of different sizes are appliqued
on these materials. The images are glued only from their upper edges
and sewn with a few stitches from their bottom edges. This way, the
images open up and straighten freely after storage rolling. When hanging, the impression of the lower edge is an unattached image on black
gauze.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Napoli
Design: Ramon B. Ivars
Print Material: Georg & Otto
Friedrich Decotex 210 g
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy

Image 27. Performance.
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Venue: New Wimbledon Theatre
Production: La Cage aux Folles
Design: Gary McCann
Print Material: Cotton Horizon
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

Image 28.
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10.2.6

PRINT BACKDROP IMITATING METAL

Image 29.

The backdrop in image 28 is printed on Big Image Systems™ Horizon

Venue: Stadsteater, Stockholm
Production: Tre Systrar
Design: Robert Wilson
Print Material: Voile
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

cotton fabric. A good artwork creator can make a backdrop look like real
gold. In this case, Big Image Systems™ helped the client work with the
contrast between lights and shadows making the backdrop look golden.

10.2.7

PRINT ON VELVET

Printing on velvet is challenging, because when folding the fabric, the
pile of the velvet opens and the print cracks. That is why the print is
recommended to be applied on a low-profile pile velvet, or the application should be such that there is no need to fold the curtain.

10.3

TRANSLUCENT PRINT CURTAINS

The selection of translucent curtain materials is quite large. Translucent fabrics offer plenty of possibilities to create atmospheric changes
with lighting. To realize the desired effect and to facilitate the material

Image 30. Translucent sidelegs made of flag fabric.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Sleeping Beauty
Design: Minna Jauho
Print Material: Berger Textiles Flag 125 g
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy

choice, it is recommended to go see the models of the printing company
or to have sufficiently-sized models made for testing. For example, voile
fabric in a small exemplary piece of fabric might look appropriate for
some applications as alluringly ethereal, and it usually is, but the image
is often too faded in the stage use. Image 29 shows an example where
voile works well, but due to the narrowness of the material, the sewn
vertical seams are visible.

10.3.1

TRANSLUCENT SIDELEGS MADE OF FLAG FABRIC

Translucent fabrics also include eyelet fabrics. The sidelegs in image 30
are manufactured on a flag fabric. To lower the costs, the actual printing
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area of the sides only reach from bottom to the portraits on the green

can be almost entirely faded away. By skilful lighting, very varying and

part. The blue sky area is carried out by spray painting with beaded style.

impressive situations and effects can be created.

On the curls of the image also shimmering flakes were added as effect,
and they are attached with Rosco CrystalGel™. The glitter is mixed in gel
and applied as a thin layer to the surface of the curtain by using a rubber
spatula. As the glitter, Sigmund Lindner GmbH’s SiLiglit® hologram
stars 2413/51A were used.
Image 31.
Sharkstooth
Gauze.

10.3.2

TRANSLUCENT BACKDROP MADE OF SHARK		
STOOTH GAUZE

It is also possible to print on a traditional translucent theatre material,
that is gobelin, in other words sharkstooth Gauze (Image 31 1:1).
The restrictions of seamless gauze included the width of the printers,
although gauze material is available in width of up to 12 metres. In the
summer of 2013, the Infinitus large-format printer implemented by
Big Image Systems™ has solved the problem with its 12-metre printing
width. Previously, images of over six meters had been manufactured
of seams and strips. The sewn seam is visible, and when backlit, it sees
Image 32.
Printed sharkstooth gauze
lit only from the front.

through very clearly and ruins the illusion. For this purpose, Big Image
Systems™ developed a method, in which sharkstooth gauze was printed
in six-metre strips that were glued to each other yarn by yarn. By using
this method, the seam is almost invisible. The seam is vertical, because
it resists stress better than a horizontal seam. Gluing is now replaced by
the implementation of the new Infinitus large-format printer.
Image 32 shows a close-up of the gauze in front light, when the gauze
is lightproof and the illusion is a solid structure. Image 33 shows the
performance situation with two gauzes. The front gauze with its arching
image is in front of the portal opening and the second gauze is a little
further back at the stage about 16 metres further. In this case, the front
gauze is between the light source and the viewers, which means that it is
transparent. The back gauze is only front-lit and that way lightproof and
solid looking. By using a very efficient back light, the image of the gauze
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CrystalGel™ is
trademark of Rosco
Laboratories, Inc.
SiLiglit® is registered
ownership of Sigmund
Lindner GmbH.
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Image 33. Backlit sharkstooth
gauze and the other one
further away as a backdrop.
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Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Parsifal
Design: Hans Schavernoch
Print Material: White Sharkstooth Gauze
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM
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Venue: Komische Oper Berlin
Production: Titus
Design: Hans Schavernoch
Print Material: White Sharkstooth Gauze
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

Images 34 and 35. Sharkstooth gauze lit through, so that the
performers in the back merge into the image of the gauze.
Image 36. Sharkstooth gauze only in front light, which
creates the illusion of solid and covering surface.
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Venue: Malmö Opera
Production: Kaspar Hauser
Design: Maja Ravn
Print Material: White Sharkstooth Gauze
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

10.3.3

TRANSLUCENT TRANSLIGHT MAGIC BACKDROP
OF SEAMLESS COTTON FABRIC

By adjusting the levels of front and backlight, it is possible to create an
atmosphere-changing backdrop by printing on both sides of bleached
280 g/m2 translucent cotton fabric. Examples of prints relating to this
method can be seen in TV and movie chapter 9.11.1, in which they are
used to create day and night backdrops with the same backdrop. The
same can be done in theatre use. When the same image is printed on
both sides of the fabric, it produces very bright colours in different
lighting situations. Another good idea is that this kind of seamless large
fabric (maximum height of 12 metres) enables the object printed on
the back side to appear in backlight. Another image can appear in the
picture where it previously was not, like in images 39 and 40.

Image 39. Frontlight.

Image 40. Backlight.

In images 37 and 38, a curtain has been printed
on sharkstooth gauze that imitates lace.
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The same effect has been realized traditionally by painting on both

is based on the partially blocked painting, which makes the picture

sides of the back-drop. Next, two methods for this are explained. The

revealed by the backlight more visible. In order to create a perfect effect,

first one is a very old method and the second a more modern one. In

the pictures need to complete each other.

both methods; wide, bleached, seamless cotton fabric of 220-300 g/m2
is used. A bleached fabric is used in order to create better tone contrasts

In the modern method, another type of mixture is used, but the princi-

in comparison to unbleached cloth. Thin fabric lets the backlight

ple remains the same. Below, you will find an example of several alterna-

through better, but also the background painting can be more easily seen

tive recipes.

through. Before starting the work, tests are recommended for different

•
•
•

types of cloths in order to discover the quality of fabric with the desired
end result. In the old method, the paints are made of pigment powders
that are boiled in the glue mixture. Appropriate paints for the new method

1 part PVA glue (regular wood cement)
1 part Rosco FlexBond™ glue
Enough water to make the mixture resemble sour milk

include Haussmann HATO® Silk paints.
Depending on the desired flexibility of the fabric, one can try different

The old method. The method uses “rice glue” made of rice flour often

kinds of mixtures.

used in many Thai restaurants. The backdrop is nailed to the floor and
1.

primed with the mixture. Recipe for the mixture is as follows:

Spray thin layers of glue mixture on the backdrop nailed to floor and
let dry.

•
•

7 litres of boiling water
approx. 1 litre of rice flour

2.

a roller. Avoid leaving roller marks. If necessary, apply another layer.
3.

1.

Mix the rice flour with boiling water. The mixture becomes syrupy.

2.

Next, stir the mixture with a whisk (attached to a drilling machine)

3.

5.
6.

Turn the backdrop upside down and use the roller to apply a thin
layer of glue mixture on the other side.

4.

Now the fibres of the fabric are blocked and the paint is not able to

for a long time until the mixture becomes pulpy.

permeate through the cloth. The end result is a cloths translucency

Prime the backdrop nailed to the floor with the glue mixture by brush-

that looks like wax paper.

ing irregularly. Be aware of not leaving footprints on the backdrop.
4.

When the backdrop is dry, apply a thicker layer of glue mixture with

5.

Implement paintings on both sides.

The next day, turn the backdrop the other way around, and repeat
the same to the other side. If necessary, repeat the treatment after

In both methods, it is recommended to do samples first to test whether

the first layer is dry.

the paintings leak to the other side. The necessary intensity of the light

Now the fibres of the fabric are blocked and the paintings are not

and shadow contrasts depend on the picture of the back side. If a silhou-

able to permeate through the cloth.

ette-like tree trunk shadow is needed in the backlight, add Titanic White

Implement paintings on both sides.

to the back side shading paint. Titanic white is a great shading colour,
because it does not allow light to go through like black; apparently due to

This is a good method to create a backdrop with the front side painted
as foliage and the scenery is summerlike when lighted from the front. In
backlight, the painting in the back side reveals a winter-like silhouette of
foliage with for example the moon. The green leaves of the trees do not
come across very strongly in backlight. The disappearance of the leaves
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its greater particle size. Moreover, black might be seen through in front
FlexBond™ is trademark of
Rosco Laboratories, Inc.

light even if the fabric was blocked with glue mixture. The difference of

HATO® Silk is registered
trademark of A.
Haussmann GmbH.

If entirely stained-glass-like scenery is desired without dark contrasts,

white and black shading colour can be seen in strong background light.
titanic white is not recommended, because a painting painted with
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translucent colours and without white allows the backlight to go through
completely.

(Kunnari and Virtanen, interview 3.6.2018.)

10.3.5 LAYERED TRANSLUCENT CURTAINS AND
MOIRÉ PATTERN

Colorimp® is registered
trademark of Aisco
Chemieprodukte GmbH.

With these methods, skilful scenic painters are able to create even more

Moiré is an interference pattern created between two check or line

versatile end results than by printing. It requires years of experience or

patterns set on top of each other in a certain angle. Some parts of the

learning from master craftsmen. Also skilled backdrop lighting has its

pattern thicken in a way that they seem to form a pattern of their own.

role in the process, just like with prints. In both methods, it is recom-

The pattern is named after the moiré fabric, because the patterns remind

mended to consider thinning the glue mixture down with a fire-retar-

of the moiré fabric’s watered appearance. (Wikipedia 2017.) The pattern can be

dant agent, such as Aisco Colorimp®

seen in stage use, when the same transparent patterned or perforated
solid materials are set one upon another or hanged one after another. In
image 43, there are white sharkstooth gauzes stretched on frames, and
the unwanted effect is easy to see.

10.3.4 PRINTED BACKLIT FABRIC
The moiré pattern can be avoided by selecting different materials for
There are plenty of textiles in the market that are especially designed for

different layers. The first can be, for example, a sharkstooth gauze, the

backlight. They are used, for example, in light boxes, like in images 41

second a thin translucent muslin fabric, and the backdrop can be an

and 42. The material can also be used for sewing large curtains, but due

opaque fabric. When there is some distance between the curtains, we

to the width restrictions, there are usually sewing seams that are visible

are able to highlight the appearance of the images by lighting the spaces

in backlight. The maximum width of these materials is about 5 metres,

between the fabrics in different ways.

which means that up to that width, it is possible to create a seamless
backlit curtain.

Image 41. ShowTex©
Image 42. ShowTex©
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Venue: Dubai mall
Production: Vogue Fashion
Dubai Experience
Design: Vogue Italia
Print material: Premium Heavy
Printing Company: ShowTex©

Image 43.
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10.3.6

Location: Showled Middle East
Production: Company Test
Materials: Theatre red Paris Velour CS
(ShowTex) on Polarisvoile CS (ShowTex)
Printing Company: ShowTex©

LAYERED LASER-CUT TRANSLUCENT
PRINT CURTAINS

ShowTex produces layered, laser-cut print curtains. Their features are
discussed in this chapter. This chapter is based on interviews with ShowTex Middle East General Manager Sven De Beul.
Laser cutting technology is capable of producing multiple pieces of
precisely cut patterns time after time. The extremely accurate cutting
method enables the reproduction of CAD-based artwork or vector drawings with mirror image accuracy.
Laser cutting is the process of precisely cutting a material using a

Image 45. ShowTex©

high-powered laser beam, controlled by a computer.
Location: Showled Middle East
Production: Nutcracker Ballet,
the Hong Kong Ballet
Design: Hong Kong Ballet
Material: Black Molton
Printing Company: ShowTex©

Based on a vector drawing, the laser cutting machine melts or burns the
material away to produce a smooth cut edge and high-quality surface
finishing. ShowTex has a 5-by-13-meter laser bed and can cut fabric of
virtually any length by registering the ends of the material to be cut.
The maximum seamless width is 5 meters. Attached to a 5-meter wide

Image 44.
ShowTex©

supporting beam which can move across the full length of the table, the
laser-cutting head glides over the entire fabric to cut out the desired

Location:Showtex Middle East
Production: Company Test
Design: Kris Vloemans
Material: Black Laser Molton CS
(ShowTex) on White Molton CS,
laser-cut together
Printing Company: ShowTex©

design.
Obviously, the complexity of the design determines the duration of
the cutting process. To give an example: it will be faster to cut smooth
flowing lines as opposed to sharp corners and hard stops (for which the
machine and arm need to make a sudden change in direction/speed,
Images 44 and 45). The thickness of the material is limited by the height
of beam vs. the table. Also, the thickness of material affects the time
needed for the laser to properly cut through the fabric, so the heavier the
fabric, the longer the cutting time required. The maximum thickness of
the fabric is 5 mm.
Image 46 shows the extreme detail for which this laser cutting table can
be used. It displays a customized netting, black on one side and white on
the other.
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Image 46.
ShowTex©
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Location: ADNEC
Production: Abu Dhabi Awards for
Excellence in Government Performance
Design: JBM Studio
Materials: Black Laser Cut
Molton (ShowTex) on Black
Laservoile CS (ShowTex)
Printing Company: ShowTex©

The laser cutting process always produces a positive and a negative
image. Depending on the design, both options can be used either as
stand-alone curtains or attached by gluing to a carrier fabric, such as
thin, transparent voile.
This method of laser cutting fabrics opens up a world of possibilities in
terms of design and options. All ideas can first be roughly divided into
these main categories:
•
•

Self-supporting curtains that are see-through (no carrier fabric)
Transparent (black or white voile or laser-voile as the carrier fabric,
as in Image 47)

•

Translucent (satin or, for example, a projection screen as the carrier)

•

Solid fabric design (blackout)

Use of Transparency (e.g. voile as the carrier fabric)

Image 48.
ShowTex©

If needed, this transparency can be
used to highlight a second drape in

Location: ADNEC
Production: Abu Dhabi Awards for
Excellence in Government Performance
Design: JBM Studio
Materials: Black Laser Cut
Molton (ShowTex) on Black
Laservoile CS (ShowTex)
Printing Company: ShowTex©

the background, as shown in Images
48 and 49.

Location: Showled Middle East
Production: ADGSEC
Design: JBM Studio
Materials: Black Laser Cut
Molton (ShowTex) on Black
Laservoile CS (ShowTex)
Printing Company: ShowTex©

Image 47.
ShowTex©
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Image 49.
ShowTex©
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Use of Translucency (satin or e.g. a projection screen as the carrier)

Solid Fabric Design

For this particular setup, the laser-cut fabric is attached to a carrier with

In solid fabric design, the process remains exactly the same but the voile

translucent qualities, which can make the design change through the

can be replaced with any kind of fabric as long as the double-sided adhe-

use of video or light at the back of the laser-cut fabric. Depending on

sive is still effective. In Image 52, laser-cut velvet is attached to ShowTex

the request, one can use a black rear projection screen (which has the

Polaris voile. This system could be used, for example, for cutting a logo/

advantage of disappearing behind black laser-cut molton), as shown in

brand name out of back fabric and placing it on a gold carrier fabric.

Images 50 and 51. The lights can then be used to change the mood of the
scenic element.
Location: Showled Middle East
Production: Company Test
Printing Company: ShowTex©

Venue: Dubai World Trade Centre
Production: HBMPSG
Design: HQ Creative
Materials: Black Laser Cut Molton
CS (ShowTex) on Black Rear
Projection Screen (ShowTex)
Printing Company: ShowTex©

Image 50.
ShowTex©
Venue: Dubai World Trade Centre
Production: HBMPSG
Design: HQ Creative
Materials: Black Laser Cut Molton
CS (ShowTex) on Black Rear
Projection Screen (ShowTex)
Printing Company: ShowTex©

Image 52.
ShowTex©

Image 51.
ShowTex©
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10.4 Prints on Foils
When translucent solutions are desired, printing on different kinds of
foils comes in handy. They offer a vast array of lighting alternatives.

10.4.1 PRINT ON BRIGHT, TRANSPARENT POLYESTER FOIL
Image 53. Scale model.

Image 53 represents a scale model of a set design, where a
forest is implemented on a copy machine foil. Exactly the same
atmosphere was desired to be in the end result. It was achieved
by printing the image on 1370 mm-wide bright polyester foils
that were taped together from both sides without overlap
between the panels with transparent 3M’s 853 polyester tape.
This way, large images were created. In the printing process,
also white colour was used in the canopy area to create the
illusion of mistiness.
In the burning test, the foil in question burned by leaving a
hole by the flame, but the fire did not spread without a source
of fire. The foil also created a bit of soot when burning. In
this situation, the need was to dull the foils by lacquering,
which added a burning foil on both sides that, when testing,
maintained burning. This lead to the addition of a layer of fire
retardant lacquer. A better solution would be to dull the print
directly with the fire retardant lacquer or to add to the dulling lacquer an appropriate fire retardant agent, such as Aisco
Colorimp®. It is recommended to take time with choosing and
testing the lacquers so that a product is found that has the
sufficient ability to adhere.
The foils were fixed in the wood laths from the upper and bottom edges.
This way, they can be stored rolled. Between the laths, as a precaution,
3 mm black cords were fastened, so that the possible ripping of the foil
would not let the lower wood lath to drop on the stage. The foil has
endured in use very well and there have been no signs of rips.
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Colorimp® is registered
trademark of Aisco
Chemieprodukte GmbH.
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Image 54. Performance.
Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Robin Hood
Design: Kati Lukka
Print Material: Hifi Film UVJ Clear 125 micr.
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy
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Image 56.

10.4.2 PRINT ON BRIGHT VINYL
The lead-glass windows in images 55 and 56 are printed on bright vinyl.

Venue: Swedish Television
Production: Julkalender
Design: Eva and Josef Norén
Print Material: Clear Vinyl
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

Image 55.
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10.4.3 PRINT ON PROJECTION FOIL
Image 57.

It is possible to print also on the projection foils manufactured for

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Glass Pieces
Design: Jerome Robbins and Ronald Bates
Print Material: Opera® Creamy
White Projection Screen
Printing Company: Gerriets GmbH

performance-technical use. In the following example (image 57), this
was the solution, because there had been problems with the permanence
of the PVC projection foil paintings. After long-term storage, the colour
might have peeled off when opening the foil roll or folded package. The
production was previously performed by the New York City Ballet, and
they had realized the projection foil by painting the necessary grid on
the foil. To avoid the image from attaching and peeling off, they rolled
it for storage by using a fabric in between. The Finnish National Opera
and Ballet ordered the production as printed by the Gerriets GmbH.
First, strips according to the printer’s maximum width were welded out
of 1900-mm wide Opera® Creamy White projection foil, and the grid was
printed on them. Next, grids were welded of the printed strips by aligning the actual foil the size of 11.6 metres height and 17 metres of width.
The welded seams of these kinds of projection foils are almost invisible,
but the pattern alignment of the print strips might be a challenge. There
are no signs of the print peeling off.
Image 58.

Images 58 and 59 show an example, in which the print is performed on
the back of a black projection foil, and the prints are stretched on LED
light boxes. In the first image, the backlight is off, and in the second
image it is on. This way, an impressive change in the atmosphere is
created.
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Image 59.
Venue: Dramaten
Production: Små äktenskapliga brott
Design: Lena Edwall
Print material: Black Projection Foil
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM
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10.4.4

PRINTS ON OTHER FOILS

In case an entrance through breaking the image is required, also paper
is a very useful choice. This is always a one-time solution and requires a

Other commonly-used foil materials for printing include:

new image for the next performance.

•

matte polycarbonate foil

•

various adhesive foils

The fixing methods of paper prints are, depending on the printing mate-

•

coloured decoration foils

rial and the baseboard, traditional wallpaper paste applied on the print

•

optically bright casting PVC

or glue applied on the surface of the material. The paste method often

•

foild adhering statically on surfaces

(not always) requires the print to get moist before attaching, depending
on the material of the print. Another method is to fix the print on the

In the market, there are also foils imitating milk glass and shot-blasted

baseboard by non-woven glue, if the printing material does not require

glass.

time to get moist and the adhesion of the glue to the base material is
sufficient. When the base material is plastic, it is recommended to check
that the adhesion of the non-woven glue is sufficient. You can also
explore whether there is more suitable glue in the market for plastic.

10.5 Prints on Scenic Walls

The materials designed for non-woven attaching can be used to connect
print strips to each other. This way, the strips do not overlap, and the

In the following, the materials and manufacturing of prints fixed on

result is not so visible in the stage lighting.

scenic plate walls are described.
Usually the non-woven materials are not mainly of paper but polyester,
like in the example of image 60. It is an opera scenic wall with metal
and wood structure and coated with 4-mm birch plywood. In opera

10.5.1

PRINTS ON PAPER OR SIMILAR MATERIALS ON 		
SCENIC WALLS

use, the solid-based wall was also suitable for the use of an acoustically
reflective surface. In this case, the implementation of a wallpaper-like
pattern by painting with a stencil or by printing with silk-screen process

Theatres, that have used prints for a longer time, have usually started

was assessed as too slow a method, which is why printing was the way to

their use with paper prints, because they were first produced with

go. The printing material is 3-m wide polyester wallpaper (weight 260g/

large-format printers. Also they were significantly less expensive than

m2) used for example to manufacture design wallpapers. The additional

e.g. the alternative vinyl materials that were and still are used in outdoor

advantage of the width is that there are very few seams in the wall. As

ad banners.

mentioned, the baseboard is made of plywood that was first surfaced
with glue as a primer and then the actual adhesive glue. Next, a print

Paper prints are often used in a way that they are glued or pasted like

strip of the size of the entire wall slice was glued on.

wallpapers on a baseboard set on set frame. The baseboard is usually
made of plywood or light polycarbonate cellular board. In case a hard
baseboard is not needed for acoustic or other reasons, it is recommended to consider whether the baseboard and a print is the most cost-effective choice. That is to say there are other alternative solutions, described
in the examples of chapters 10.6.1 and 10.6.2.
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Image 60. Installation
of a print-wallpaper
surfaced scenic wall.

The patterns of the strips are aligned to each other in the wall complex,
and thanks to the width of the printing material, there are no other
seams than those of the frame elements. Also, the wallpaper of the wheel
arch in the bottom edge needed to be glued and aligned. In this case, the
wheel arch was made in the front section of the frame in order to have
the centre of gravity in a more reasonable place. This way, due to the
moving of the set element, there is no need in the back side for so many
counterweights to keep the walls up.

10.5.2 PRINT MADE OF A STRONGER POLYESTER 			
FABRIC ON SCENIC WALL
In the following example (image 61), the polyester prints are glued on
plywood on the frames, because cut uneven edges require a plywood
base anyway. Moreover, the set design was desired to be lightproof.
The test printing and the adjustment of the colours was performed as
solvent printing and the final printing as UV printing. Only after the
prints were finished, it was noticed that there was something wrong with
the colours and that the tone was too pale. On the prints, a slightly toned
glazing paint was applied that was manufactured from Seriväri’s® vinyl
paste and toning paste. By using this translucent colour, the tone was
adjusted exactly as desired.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Pajazzo
Design: Sampo Pyhälä
Print Material: Arazzo Maxi 260 g
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy

In image 62, the scenic walls slide open on fly bars, and there is a projected firestorm in the background. In the front, the soloists are singing
under the ruins, and the entire portal opening is covered with translucent black gauze projected with an image of the ruins. Unfortunately, a
photo does not do justice to this very impressive scene.
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Image 61. Plywood print wall
as the scenic back wall.
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Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Die Frau ohne Schatten
Design: Hans Schavernoch
Print Material: Dickson® Evergreen 280 g
Printing Company: UBS Repro OÜ
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Image 62. The sliding
function of the walls.
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10.5.3

PRINT MADE OF A VERY MATT POLYESTER 		
FABRIC ON SCENIC WALL

The surfaces of the ballet production’s room in image 63 were printed.
The printing was applied on the back of the material, because the result
wanted was matte. Image 64 is a close-up of the structures. The sets are
on metal trolleys and other structures are of wood and plywood, on which
the prints are glued. Also the sofa fabric is printed on furniture fabric.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Alice in Wonderland
Design: Robert Perdziola
Print Material: Georg & Otto Friedrich
Decotex 7587FLBR 240 g
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy

Image 63.
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Image 64.
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10.5.4

The set designer made a state-of-the-art scale model with art paper as

DETACHABLE SEAMLESS PRINT ON A SET FRAME.

surface material. Close-ups 65 and 66 show how beautifully the print
replicates the surface structure of the art paper. The printing material is

In these walls imitating the opera setting curtains were needed an

smooth, but the illusion is different.

uneven edge and a better solution to reflect sound compared to fabric
curtains. The walls in image 67 are made on aluminium frames covered
Image 65.

with a light-weight 10-mm polycarbonate cellular board. There is a solid
printed cotton fabric stretched on the board, and the cotton fabric is
glued with removable pressure sensitive glue (PSA) only by its edges.
This way, the image surface is seamless, even though there is a multiple-piece frame restricted by the transportation size of single elements.
The method of removable pressure sensitive gluing enables the image
to be removed from the frames
for storage. It is easy to reaffix by
renewing the glue from time to
time. The material is of approx.
300 g/m2 cotton fabric, which is
flexible when stretched on the
frames. Also a good matt quality
is an advantage.

Image 66.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Thaïs
Design: Johan Engels
Print Material: Cotton
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

Image 67.
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10.5.5

PRINT ON METAL FOIL ON SOLID SET WALL

10.5.6 METAL-IMITATING PRINT ON
HARD STRUCTURES

Image 68 represents a situation where the window wall on the back of
the scene is covered with a golden print sticker that is printed with the

The scenic doors in image 69 are covered with

required delicate decoration. The width of the material is 1190 mm. The

a print imitating copper. The illusion is very

adhesion of the print sticker was enhanced by applying Kiilto Oy’s Sitol

lifelike.

1100 removable pressure sensitive glue on the plywood.
In image 70, there is a metal imitation painting printed on vinyl.

Venue: Swedish Television
Production: Julkalender
Design: Eva and Josef Norén
Print Material: Image Paper
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

Image 69.
Image 70.

Venue: Swedish Television
Production: Gustaf den tredje
Design: Eva Norén
Print Material: Vinyl
Printing Company: Big Image Systemsw

Image 68.
Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: The Little Mermaid
Design: Takis
Print Material: Oracal® 351 Polyester Sticker
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy
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10.6 Prints on Open Set Frames
Open, unboarded set frames that are covered with a textile or plastic,
are commonly used in sets to achieve lightness. In the following, their
materials and manufacturing are described.

10.6.1

TRANSLUCENT SCENIC WALL MADE WITH 		
WOODEN FRAMES

A set designer made a file of the wall in image 71 and it was printed
on Berger Textiles Heavy Banner Artist material. The objective was to
create an atmosphere of a sun-faded wall and also as light a structure as
possible. In a certain scene, a bright strobe light was used on the back
as a thunder effect, which is when the “skeleton” of the wall frames was
clearly visible, much like all the other sets of the scene. In this case,
repainting and toning was needed as finishing methods, because the
printing source was really insufficient; the resolution was only 8 ppi.
The closest viewer was in nine metres, and seen from that distance, the
image ended up being exactly how desired.

Image 71. The scale model of a ballet production’s 16-metre
wide back wall with rails, sun screens and laundry on top.

The file was divided into pieces the size of the set frames, in which there
were small alignment marks on every corner to facilitate the fixture
on the frames and also an additional 50-mm overlap everywhere. The
additional part turned over the frames’ edges was used not only to fix
the frames but to position the image to the frames, which enabled small
transfers of the print in relation to the frames. This is often necessary in
such a massive puzzle, because very long prints are not always true to size.

Image 72. A close-up
which reveals the
pixeled result.
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Image 73. An illustration of wooden
frames in relation to the image given
for the printing company and the
image installers of the set workshop.
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Framework made of pine lath is used as frames, and the laths are rein-

To support the hanging points of the frames the carpenter Jari Juntunen

forced from every side with 100-mm wide and 4-mm thick plywood which

from Finnish National Opera and Ballet developed a new and a safer

is cut in the direction of long grain so that the result after installation

metal corner, for which he won second place in the 2017 OISTAT (Inter-

would be even. The insides of the plywood battens are also rounded, so

national Organisation of Scenographers, Theatre Architects and Techni-

that the strokes of finishing painting would not copy the plywood edge

cians) Technical Invention Prize content.

underneath the print in sight. The plywood batten as reinforcement is
necessary so that the frame will not bend under the force of the tension

The old method used BMF metal corners, but they were problematic in

and that way cause light leaks in the seams of the frames.

a way that the screw holes were very close to the edge, which made the
screws to cut the grain structure of the wood. Another problem was that

Images 74 and 75 show a frame and a reinforced frame.

the wooden corner connection was attached not only with glue but with
screws that reached almost too close to the actual hanging loop. With the
new edge protection strip, these problems were solved and the hanging

Image 74.

was stronger and more secure. The following image 76 represents the
new Metallic Support Angle to Support Wooden Set Wall and image 77
shows the old model in comparison.

Image 75.

Image 76.
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Image 77.
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Image 78. A finished
corner connection with
metallic support angle.

Finally, the finishing paintings were made, and the slight gloss of the ink
and the material was dulled with Rosco Clear Acrylic Flat™ which created a significantly duller finish. The objective mentioned in the beginning was to create a large, light-weight wall, and it was achieved. The
light weight was desired because the wall was then loaded with curtains
etc. of 485 kg in total.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Napoli
Design: Ramon B. Ivars
Print Material: Berger Textiles Heavy Banner Artist
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy

Image 79. The images were cut off
from the print rolls and stretched
by stapling into the frame sides.
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Image 80. Finishing paintings.

Rosco Clear Acrylic
Flat™ is trademark of
Rosco Laboratories, Inc.
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10.6.2

TRANSLUCENT PRINTING MATERIAL ON WOODEN
FRAME WITH LIGHTPROOF BACK FOIL

In image 81, in addition to lightness, the lightproofness of bright backlight was needed in the opening scenic wall. Prints were stretched to a
similar but stiff frame that was not plated thoroughly (see the previous

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Die Frau ohne Schatten
Design: Hans Schavernoch
Print Material: Dickson® Evergreen 280 g
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy

ballet scene). Behind the prints, as the lightproof material was used
DIN 4102 B2-classified Spannflex that is also used as roof-covering
sheeting. Another, maybe even a better alternative is to use Delta®-Fol
PVE, because it is blacker and as flexible, easier to install. It is fire rated
according to DIN 4102 in class B1. Unfortunately, it is at times hard to
find in Finland, but many of the roof-covering sheeting’s in the market
are quite lightproof and fire rated. Next, the images were dulled with
Rosco Clear Acrylic Flat™ that leaves a very matt end result. Another
suitable product for dulling large-format prints is Polyvine® Heavy
Duty Floor Varnish Dead Flat. Moreover, the depth of black areas was
enhanced by painting the dark areas and lines with Rosco Supersaturated Velour Black™ paint in deep black tone and completely matt.
In the market, there are also printable blackout fabrics that are lightproof. This way, separate lightproofing like described above is not
needed. These include Heytex® Digitex® Opaque 320 g and Georg & Otto
Friedrich Decotex 7255 FLPS 220 g.

Image 81.

Rosco Supersaturated
Velour Black™ is trademark
of Rosco Laboratories, Inc.
Rosco Clear Acrylic Flat™
is trademark of Rosco
Laboratories, Inc.
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10.6.3

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Cinderella
Design: Jordi Roig
Print Material PA-mesh 231
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

TRANSLUCENT PRINT ON METAL FRAME

The aluminium frames on the trolleys in images 82 and 83 are stretched
with PA Mesh 231 printed by Big Image Systems™. The material is very
translucent. The tension was performed by stapling. 6-mm plywood
strips were attached to the sides of the aluminium frame for the stapling,
and the thickness of the plywood was taken into account in the measures
of the frames. The frames were not stiff enough to stay straight during
the tension of the printing material without a bolt joint to another frame.
The tension had to be implemented one by one and by turning the
material to the side of the frame. This is why during the image attachment an adjustable backup frame made of metal was set inside of each
frame. This then held the frame in its measures. This was performed that
way because the material is not flexible. After the removal of the backup
frame, the printed image wrinkled when the aluminium frame gave in,
but in the assembly stage, they tightened to their right measure when
attaching to another frames.

Image 82. Trolleys lighted from the front.

Inside the trolleys, there are channels, in which there are fluorescent
lamps. This is how the frames can be lighted up also from the inside.
When lighted from the outside, the image on the surface is clear, and
when lighted from the inside, the image in the viewer’s side becomes
translucent. Then, you can see inside the surface image and in some
lighting situations, also the back side of the images in the background
that are printed partly through the material. In the show, there are two
trolleys, and hence four different image surfaces. By turning the trolleys
and lighting in different ways, different kinds of scenes were created.

Image 83. Trolleys lighted from inside.
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10.7

Solutions Supporting the Acoustic
Permeability

Images 84 and 85 in the opera example represent a scene, where typically plenty of impressive costumes are needed. However, the artistic
work group of the production ended up in a solution, where the costume
scene is performed out of sight in the alley in front of the hotel room,
and only the singing can be heard. The lower parts of the doors in the
image are frames on wheels, and the window is made of a light box
imitating the daylight flooding into the room. The upper part of the walls
from the coving upwards is a roll curtain hanged in the theatre fly bars.
All patterned surfaces are printed on perforated vinyl, which is in other
words a net full of small holes, but it gives a solid impression of a wall. A

Image 84.

choir of 74 singers and a child choir of 25 singers sing the spectacle this way
behind the sound permeable sets, and only the soloists sing in the room.
It is also possible to place speakers behind the acoustically permeable
sets, like images 86 and 87 behind the mask in the portal.
The ground rule for traditional acoustical permeability is the following:
if you can breathe through a material that is pressed over your mouth,
the material is acoustically permeable enough for most purposes.

Image 85. Performance.
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Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Carmen
Design: Alessandro Camera
Print Material: Berger Textiles Pes Mesh 185 g
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy
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10.8 Print on Hard Materials

Image 86. The
mask of the portal.

Hard materials are printed with flatbed printers and this is mainly done
with UV-curable solvent ink. Their advantage is the good adhesion to
most materials. The prints can also be translucent, if it is desired to print
a translucent image on e.g. an acrylic board.

Venue: Finnish National Theatre
Production: Saiturin joulu
Design: Kati Lukka
Print Material: Probably Mehler Air Mesh
Printing Company: PixMill

10.8.1

PRINT ON ACRYLIC BOARD

In the scene in image 88, a forest projected to the windows was needed.
It was performed by printing 40% white colour under the projection
image in the acrylic boards. Using a 40% composition, the white colour
is translucent. On the projection image, actual forest was also printed by
using short percentages in order to create a translucent image.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Juha
Design: Jani Uljas
Print Material: 10 mm Acryl
Printing Company: Arazzo OY

Image 87. Close-up of
the mesh material.

Image 88. Print on acrylic windows.
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10.8.2 PRINT ON PLYWOOD

Image 90. Finishing paintings.

The set design according to the scale model in image 89 was performed
mostly as outsourcing, and the challenge was to paint the forest wall
on rutted surface, which was supposed to be painted like on individual
fence boards. In the situation at the time, the subcontractor was not
able to perform the painting, so a print was chosen instead. The image
is implemented on large plywood boards. The boards are tongued in a
way that they can be connected to each other by almost invisible seams.
The production in question was performed both indoors and outdoors,
so the effects of air humidity, rain and wind load needed to be taken into
account during planning. The print is also on the tongue, so the possible shrinking due to changes in humidity does not cause the unprinted
plywood to appear from the seam. After printing, contrast was painted
in the images by using highlighting and by strengthening and adding the
tree trunks. Next, vertical grooves were cut in the boards to imitate the
gaps in the board wall.

Image 89. Scale model.

Image 91. Cutting the grooves.
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Image 92. Performance.
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Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Paholaisen palkka-ampuja
Design: Ruari Murchison
Print Material: 10mm Plywood
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy
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Venue: Finnish National Theatre
Production: Saiturin joulu
Design: Kati Lukka
Print Material: Stora-Enso Re-Board®
Printing Company: Kurtelius-media Oy

10.8.3 PRINT ON CELLULAR CARDBOARD
Among hard materials, also cellular cardboard is very useful. The brands
are Re-board Technology® and Ecoboard. Both are available as fire rated.
For example, Re-boards are available as standard thicknesses of 10-16
mm, and the largest standard size is 1600 x 3200 mm. Also other sizes
are available. (StoraEnso 2016). Images 93 and 94 are from a performance, where the set design was performed with cellular cardboards.
The facades are printed on the surface of the boards, and the details are
highlighted by painting and adding details imitating snow and ice. By
rotating the set piece, we can see to the room space.

Image 93. Front side of the sets.

Image 94. Back side of the sets.
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10.8.4 PRINT ON POLYSTYRENE BOARD
The scenic walls in image 95 are printed on 18-mm Smart-X® polystyrene
boards that are hinged as alone-standing pairs. The board is much heavier than cellular boards but they are also more durable to dents.
Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Aikala
Design: Tarmo Tanttu
Print Material: 10mm Smart-X®
Printing Company: PixMill

10.8.5 OTHER BOARD MATERIALS IN PRINTING
Other commonly-used board materials for printing include:
•

Kapa® light boards, in which there is polyurethane foam filling
between the cardboard surfaces. It is light, but mainly for single-use.

•

Forex® PVC boards that are DIN4102 B1 fire rated.

•

Dilite® aluminium composite boards with aluminium surfaces and
polyethylene core.

•

Translucent cellular boards that are available as bright and opal
white. Materials available are polycarbonate and polypropylene

•

Viscom light boards with PVC or polypropylene surfaces and polystyren foam inside.

Image 95.
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10.9 Foldable Solutions

Image 97.

For fair and exhibition use, different kinds of foldable print walls are
produced. Among these, the so-called Pop Up walls and Roll Up picture
holders are extremely useful, if the sets are required to fit into small
transportation space and to be installed and disassembled quickly.

10.9.1

POP UP WALL

Images 96-99 show the disassembling of a Pop Up wall. The product in
question can be installed and disassembled by one person, and it can
even be stored for a short period of time with the printed textile fixed

Image 98.

to it. This is of course, in case the textile does not crease easily. Pop Up
walls are also available as curved and in circular, tower-like models.

Image 99.

Image 96.
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Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Ämpärimies
Design: Anna Kontek
Print Material: Berger Textiles Micro
Backlite 260 FR and Expolinc® Pop-Up
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy
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10.9.2 ROLL UP PICTURE HOLDER
Roll Up picture holders are like upside-down roll curtains that are fixed
to alone-standing holders. They are availabe up to 2500 mm width.
Venue: Komische Oper
Production: Ceasare in Egypt
Design: Hans Schavernoch
Print Material: Venetian Blind
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

Image 100. Roll Up picture holder.

10.9.3 PRINTED BLINDS
With a flatbed printer, it is also possible to print on blinds. By turning
the other side on, the scene can be quickly changed. The printing is
performed with a flatbed printer before the installation of the blinds
lining the slats side by side. This service is offered by e.g. Arazzo Oy and
Big Image Systems™.
Images 101-103 show how different atmospheres by turning the blinds

Image 101.

and lighting differently can be achieved.
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Image 102.
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Image 103.
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10.10

Prints on Floors

In many cases, it is possible to print directly on the selected floor material, such as exhibition or dance carpet, cotton carpet with rubber on

Venue: Aten-Theater
Production: Magic Flute
Design: Hans Schavernoch
Print material: Bodentuch
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

the back (theatre use), and different kinds of boards to form the stage
surface. In image 104, there is a carpet imitating wood floor. The image is
printed on white cotton carpet with rubber underlining. The finishing of
the backside prevents the carpet from moving.
In image 105, there is a carpet printed on the same strong bleached
cotton fabric. It is finished by lacquering the surface.

Image 104.

Venue: Volksbühne, Berlin
Production: Ohne Titel
Design: Herbert Fritsch
Print Material: Bodentuch
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM
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Image 105.
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10.10.1 PAPER PRINTS ON FLOORS
Normal paper prints attached to floors might be sufficient in terms of
wear resistance in stage use, but image 107 shows a special application.
The objective was to create paintings of people in the loosely laid wood
floor. Due to the tight production schedule, the end result was printed
on paper instead of painting it. The paper print was first let to become
moist from the paper glue, after which it was brushed on the wood floor.
When the print was still wet, the gaps between the boards were cut
open and the wallpaper was brushed into the gaps. Then, the image was
patinated. On the prints, large spectacles were performed, and the prints
had to resist wear, but they lasted the entire time the production was
performed. This method cannot be recommended though when there
are numerous performances or the wearing is heavy or in case a protective lacquer cannot be used.
There are also appropriate printing materials to attach to the floors, e.g.
in image 107 the spread eagle painting in the MDF flooring would have
been less expensive than the freelance painter commissioned for the

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Hovantshina
Design: Anna Kontek
Print Material: Paper 160 g
Printing Company: Eiriprint

Image 106. Floor element coated with paper print on its side.

project due to the tight production schedule. This comparison requires
of course printable material for image source that does not cause any
additional costs. A good painter makes a great result out of a poor source
image, but the printing technology cannot do that.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Rasputin
Design: Hannu Lindholm
Painted on MDF
Scenic Painter: Aili Ojalo

Image 107. Floor painting on MDF flooring.
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10.10.2

PRINTED STICKERS IN FLOOR USE

There are also floor sticker materials available designed for really heavy
use. They are used in shops and they can be easily adapted to performance-technical use.
In image 108, there is a polycarbonate sticker with a printed image of a
well lid. The sticker resist wear in public places for years.

Location: Arazzo Showroom
Print Material : Sabic- LexanTM 0,75mm
Printing Company: Arazzo Oy

Also in the shop floors, so-called campaign decals are used. Their wear
resistance in public spaces is 6 months at the most. It should, however,
be enough for most stage applications. An example of such a material is
for example Avery® Dennison MPI 3001 and Avery® Dennison DOL 5900
protective lamination on top.

10.10.3

FLOOR PRINTS ON VINYL MATERIALS

Printing materials suitable for stage’s floor application include vinyl
bannner materials that are used e.g. in the tarpaulins of trucks’ boot
space. The following image is an example in the more challenging end,
because the print carpet on the floor is moving. Illustration 109 describes
the principle, where the image theme of the carpet moving from right to
left on the floor is reflected to the audience from a large golden mirror
the size of 10 metres in diameter. Scene changes slowly as the carpet
moves forward and the furniture enter to the scene under the curtain on
the right as the floor slowly moves from right to left.
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Image 108.
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The following image 110 is an illustration of rolling floor. The floor
boards under the carpet are pushed by the belt conveyor, and a carpet
printed of rolls opens and respectively is rolled for storage before the
boards are unloaded in the end.
The carpets of three scenes are 55-60 metres of their size each. They
move slowly during the scenes, which means that the scene changes
little by little. The effect from the mirror is impressive, as seen in image
111. All three scenes had their own mirror of different shapes and tones.

Image 110.

Image 109.
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Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Rosenkavalier
Design: Marco Arturo Marelli
Print Material: similar than Mehler PVC Tarpaulin 900 g
Printing Company: Unknown

Image 111.
Performance.
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10.10.4 PRINTED FLOCKED CARPETS
Especially in fair applications, printed flocked carpets are used. They are
available as fair and fitted carpets. There is also a single-use, polyester-

Venue: Josefstadt Theatre
Production: Walk In
Design: Markus Pysall
Print Material: Vario Print
Printing Company: Gerriets GmbH

fibre thin carpet type available. The back side of the carpet in question is
covered with latex layer that keeps the carpet in its place. These types of
carpets include Printing Carpets Progress.

10.10.5 PRINTED PLASTIC FLOORS AND DANCE FLOORS
There is a selection of printable vinyl and PVC floors in the market. Also
types conforming to EN-13501 fire safety standard are available. Printed
vinyl floor coverings are also delivered especially designed for performance-technical use as dance floors, such as the Gerriets GmbH’s PVC
floor Vario Print in image 112 forming also the backdrop of the performance. The carpet is fire rated according to DIN 4102-1 in class B1.
Several other companies deliver printed dance floors and you can find
them from chapter 12.3. A new product worth mentioning is Harlequin
Floors Harlequin Cascade Clear. Cascade Clear is a durable homogeneous clear vinyl flooring with an embossed texture suitable as a dance
surface and for high traffic commercial use. It is specially formulated for
reverse bespoke digital printing and as a clear protective wear layer with
the highest abrasion classification available.

Image 112. Printed PVC dance floor.
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10.10.6 UNDERLIT FLOORS

Image 113. Print in
the window view
of studio staging.

Scenic floors that are lit from below can be manufactured in many ways.
One method is to make cases for the lighting equipment and to cover
them with thick acrylic or poly-carbonate board. They can be bright or
opal white, and you can print directly on them. In this case, the sufficient
translucency of the print needs to be taken into account. Alternatively,
the image can be printed on e.g. translucent flag fabric and glue it on the
surface of the boards. Also especially the translucent materials designed
for illuminated advertisements work well. In all the aforementioned
cases, the sufficient wear resistance should be considered, and it can be
enhanced by applying protective lacquer onto the print.

10.11

SPECIAL CASES IN TV AND MOVIE SET DESIGNS

In TV and movie set designs, large-format prints are used often behind
the studio rooms’ windows. Then, the resolution can be low, because
the picture is desired to remain in the background. From the file, some
objects, for example a red car, can be removed. The file might also be
blurred, which means that it is made softer. This way, an illusion of a view
further away is created. They create a sense of 3-dimensionality, for example branches of trees can be staged between the window of the room space
and the background view. Also, light dots can be added to the print, or
by backlighting the print, the atmosphere can be adjusted in the desired
direction. The dullness of the print is essential so that there are no visible,
distracting reflections in the final film. (Levoranta; Santakari interview 11.3.2016.)
In multi-camera shot, where typically at least three cameras are used in
order to select the desired filming directions, large-format prints cover
very well the area to be filmed, like in image 114. (Turunen, interview 11.3.2016.)
Image 114. Printed cyclorama in studio staging.

By using print curtains, also unwanted views can be removed from the

Venue: Movie
Production: Taking Side
Design: Ken Adam
Print Material: Cotton
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

filming area, or the street view can be extended, like in the examples in
images 115 and 116.
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Venue: Swedish Television Serie
Production: Moreneo och tystnaden
Design: Erik Lejonborg
Print Material: Vinyl Net
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

In the following example, there is a challenging studio staging, where

Image 115.

the atmosphere can be changed by talented lighting.
Image 117 is a model of the entire set design with its cycloramas. In the
front, there is translucent, printed sharkstooth gauze and in the back
a printed projection foil. The distance between the materials enables
the lighting from the front, in between and from the back. This way, the
desired atmosphere can be selected for the filming.
Image 120 shows the construction work of the same staging’s winter
scenery. The house and the tree in the image are printed on bright vinyl
and hanged between sharkstooth gauze and a projection foil.
Images 121 and 122 are of a forest scene, where the background forest is
hanged between two cycloramas (sharkstooth gauze and projection foil).

Image 117.

Image 116.

Image 118. Hanging
process in the studio.
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Venue: Movie
Production: En uppstoppad hund
Design: Eva and Josef Norén
Print Material: Several,
please see the text
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

Image 120.
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Image 119. Background
gauze and foil hanged
and water printed on
bleached cotton fabric.

Image 121.

Image 122.
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Venue: Movie
Production: Habemus Papan
Design: Laura Casalli
Print Material: Walls Cotton and floor Vinyl
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

Image 123. Picture of building
a movie’s room space.
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Image 124. The final
scene with flooring.
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Image 125. Philip
Greenstreet, Rosco Labs.
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Venue: German TV
Production: Lena
Set Designer: Büro Rehan
Print Material: Artist Heavy (cotton)
Printing Company: Big Image SystemsTM

10.11.1 DAY/NIGHT BACKDROPS
In 1993, Rosco Laboratories developed a day/night backdrop that was
printed on both sides. This way, by changing the lighting, the situation
can be changed from day to night and vice versa. These new, tough backings gave the appearance of both day and night – and a variety of other
light and weather conditions – depending on how they were lit. In 2001,
Philip Greenstreet of Rosco Hollywood was honoured by the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences with an Academy Technical Achievement Award for the development of this system. (Rosco Guide to Digital
Backdrops.) This method was used before and it still is used by painting on both sides of the backdrop. Image 125 showcases one of Rosco’s
manufactured Day/Night SoftDrop® backdrops of the size 18.29 x 6.10
metres. The company both manufactures and rents out these products.
In the back-side print, some of the areas are printed as dark, when on the
other hand, the window lighting, the bridge and the street are printed
in colour. When the print is lighted with only a scarce front light and a
more intense back light, the illusion of night view is created. By using
only the front light, the day view is created.
Also Big Image Systems™ produces these by printing on both sides
of DIN 4102 B1 fire-rated and bleached cotton fabric of 280 g/m2. An
example of this kind of solution is the studio backdrop in image 126
measuring 4 x 25 metres. In the first situation, the backdrop is lit brightly
from the front, which creates the illusion of a day. In the other image, the
backdrop is backlit, and the illusion created is of a nightly city view.

Image 126.
Rosco Day/Night
SoftDrop® is registered
trademark of Rosco
Laboratories, Inc.
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”Defendant´s
Change to
Testify”

In this book, I have described how traditional theatre painting methods
and lighting effects can be used in large-format prints. Large-format
prints are here to stay beside the painted sets, and in part, they have
even replaced them. However, it is very important that the traditional
knowhow is maintained beside and to support other techniques. This is
why it is meaningful to introduce also examples performed with traditional painting techniques.
The first sequence is of a painted backdrop. The sequence starts with the
end result and describes how it was achieved phase by phase.
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Image 127. Finished backdrop. Scenic
Painter Lotta Kare between the folds.
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Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Norma
Design: Carlo Diappi
Material: Flame Proofed Cotton
Scenic Painters: Lotta Kare and Hanna Pulkkinen
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When the fabric was painted on the floor, Tüchler® Veneziano BobbiImage 128. Sewing the fabric.
Upholsterer Stiina Komi.

net was glued to its surface with flexible Rosco FlexBond™ glue. Then,
the fabric was primed with flexible Seriväri® T-519 backdrop primer.
The structure of the gauze on the surface of the backdrop has couple of
advantages. First, the painter is able to use the translucency of the lower
mid layers by painting only the netlike surface of the gauze. Second,
bright side lights do not flatten the painted image in the stage application of the finished backdrop, but it remains saturated as the light touches the structure that is partly in the surface. The phenomenon is difficult
to explain, but the difference to a backdrop without the gauze finishing
is clear. These types of backdrops should be stored on wooden laths as
Rosco FlexBond™ is
trademark of Rosco
Laboratories, Inc.

rolled, because the two layers make the fabric quite stiff and folding
might cause cracking in folding areas.

Image 130. Priming process.

Image 129. Fabric
nailed on the floor
and drawing the
picture by charcoal.
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Image 131. The work in progress.

Image 133. Finishing phase.
The feet of Painting Manager
Hanna Pulkkinen look
funny placed on different
levels of the flat fabric!

Image 134. The set designer’s sketch as
a starting point. This cannot be directly
printed, but talented scenic painters
performed an excellent end result.

Image 132. Priming the details.
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Another example is of a painted Wilhelm Westholt’s Sharkstooth Gauze
02 that was used as a drop curtain. It gives the opportunity to cover or
bring out the scene by talented lighting.

Venue: Finnish National Opera and Ballet
Production: Magic Flute
Design: Anna Kontek
Material: White Sharkstooth Gauze
Scenic Painter: Lotta Kare

Image 135. In this image, the Gauze
is in normal working lighting, and
for instance, the lighting from
the doorway shine through.
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Image 136. The Gauze in front
light and there is darkness
behind, so that the stereoscopic effect is clear.
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Image 137. Performance, partly front-lit in a way that
the colours of the forest are still slightly visible creating
the illusion that the dance occurs in the forest.

Image 139. Scenic Painter Lotta Kare luxuriated with the details!

The model for this work was a scale model made by gluing photo prints
side by side. Printing was not even possible. Scenic Painter Lotta Kare
created the final image content when painting the gauze.

Image 138. Performance with a slight
front light. The trees are dark and the
atmosphere is more threatening.
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Supply Channels
HATO® Silk paints. Finishing painting of the prints. Remains flexible on textiles.
Haussmann HATO® Silk is registered trademark of A. Haussmann GmbH.
• Haussmann Theaterbedarf. Siek Gremany http://www.ahaussmann.com/en/
• Createx. Stege Denmark https://createx-onstage.com/

12.1

Finishing Agents

•

Kiilto Sitol 1100 acrylate dispersion glue. Used to glue the prints.
Removable pressure sensitive glue, but is also suitable for wet gluing.
http://www.kiilto.com/en/

•
•

Kiilto NOWO (non-woven) Wall Glue http://www.kiilto.com/en/
Hardware shops around Finland and some other countries

Polyvine® Heavy Duty Floor Varnish Dead Flat, dulling varnish
•

Table 8 presents some of the agents used for the finishing and attaching
the large-format prints and some of their sources.

Flint Hire & Supply Ltd. London Great Britain
http://www.flints.co.uk/content/

Rosco® paints and other finishing materials
• Oy Lafoy Ltd. Helsinki Finland http://www.lafoy.fi/
• Flint Hire & Supply Ltd. London Great Britain http://www.flints.co.uk/content/
Seriväri® Vinyl Paste and T-519 flexible backdrop primer
• A. Wennström Oy. Orimattila Finland (Seriväri® sales point in Helsinki)
http://www.awennstrom.fi/
SiLiglit® Glitters
• SiLiglit® is registered trademark of Sigmund Lindner GmbH.
• Sigmund Linder GmbH Germany
http://www.sigmund-lindner.com/en/products.html
•
•

Tikkurila Duett glue non-woven Wall Glue
https://www.tikkurila.co.uk/decorative_paints/products
Hardware shops around Finland and some other countries

Table 8.
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12.2 Finnish Large-Format Printing Companies

12.3 International Performance-Technical
Large-Format Printing Companies

Table 9 presents some Finnish large-format printing companies.

Table 10 presents some international performance-technical large-format printing companies.

Arazzo Oy. Vantaa
Brand Factory Oy. Head Office in Espoo
DiPrint Oy. Helsinki
Flagmore Oy. Aitoo.
• Textile prints
Grano Oy. Helsinki
Lightpress Oy. Kaarina
Lönnberg Oy. Helsinki, also other offices
Mainos-Santala Oy. Lapua.
• Specialized in large-format prints for orchestra stages
Pixmill Oy. Sales in e.g. Helsinki
Printscorpio Oy. Aitoo.
• Textile prints
Table 9.

Big Image Systems™. Potsdam Germany and Täby Sweden
https://bigimagesystems.com/
• Specialized in large-format printing on traditional theatre materials
• Prints for TV and movie applications
Gerriets GmbH. Umkirch Germany https://www.gerriets.com/uk/
Printed dance carpet Vario Print and printed projection foils
• Also other more traditional materials
Hangman. Norwich Great Britain http://www.hangman.co.uk/index.html
• Specialized in large-format prints for orchestra stages
Harlequin Floors. Luxenbourg http://euro.harlequinfloors.com/en/
• Printed Dance Floor
J&C Joel. Halifax Great Britain http://www.jcjoel.com/
• Wide selection of printing materials for performance-technical use
Roscolab Ltd. Offices in several countries http://www.roscodigital.com/
• Day/night backdrops
Tüchler GmbH. Wien Austria https://www.tuchler.net/en/
• Printed cotton carpet Kombi Perfect with anti-slip backing
• Printed PVC dance carpets, e.g. transparent carpet ICE
• Printed Reflex mirrors
• Some printed textiles, such as Helioacoutex
ShowTex. http://www.showtex.com/en
• Printed theatre materials, such as dance carpets and projection foils
• Wide selection of other printing materials for performance-technical use
• Laser-cut layered prints

Table 10.
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Pricing

In the following, suggestive pricing in Finland (2018) is discussed. The
prices exclude possible finishing work, such as sewing or cutting off the
picture printed on board material. International performance-technical
large-format printing operators usually present only case-specific offers,
which is why estimating the costs can be difficult.

ROLL MATERIALS
•

strong polyester 35 e/m2

•

thin polyester 30 e/m2

•

fabric wallpapers 35 e/m2

•

stickers 30 e/m2

•

upholstering fabrics 60 e/m2

BOARD MATERIALS
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•

5mm Kapa light board 40 e/m2

•

5mm Forex PVC board 50 e/m2

•

16mm RE-board cellular board 45 e/m2

•

15mm plywood 55 e/m2
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14
Concluding
Words and the
Future

Large-format prints are here to stay, but beside them, traditional painting
techniques, projections, LED walls, projected hologram gauzes and other
alternative image production methods exist. By knowing how to use and
combine all of them can be achieved really magnificent end results.
The technology and the selection of printing materials are in constant
development, which is why I ask for feedback for the needs of a revised
edition, especially regarding new methods and such that were not
covered by this book in the first place. tapio.sakkinen@opera.fi

In the 36 years I have worked at theatre, I have seen the development
and implementation of large-format printing in performance technique.
Learning to use the prints in theatre applications grew the hard way, and
also mistakes have been made. Now, I myself and our organization have
gained knowhow that I find meaningful to share. This is why this book
was written. On the other hand, I have lacked the knowledge relating
to the technical production of large-format printing, and the research
made during the writing of the theory section enhanced the situation for
me significantly. I believe that most of the parties acquiring prints for
performance-technical use have to deal with similar issues.
Both sections of this book could have been examined even more closely
or even written separate, more extensive books of both of the sections.
However, I ended up summarising only the most essential themes in
both sections.
I hope that my book will fulfil the promise I courageously wrote in the
back cover. That is to say that the book and its sources can be used to
facilitate the planning and implementation of large-format prints in
different kinds of show rooms.
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Kuvapankit http://www.kuvapankit.com/, read 14.2.16.

Sources

Limic Oy. Kestäviä ja turvallisia LED -valoja. Uuden teknologian energiaa
säästäviä tehokkaita LED -valoja, kaikkiin tarpeisiin. Verkkodokumentti.
Limic Oy. http://www.limic.fi/html/led-tx.htm, read 27.2.2016
Mattila, Ilkka 2016. Helsingin Sanomat 22.6.2016. Sää uhkaa festivaaleja
yhä useammin – massiivisiksi kasvaneet lavat ovat alttiita myrskyille.
http://www.hs.fi/kulttuuri/art-2000002907366.html, read 25.2.2017
Mustonen, Miia 2015. Ekologisuus suurkuvatuotannossa. Obtain: http://serideco.
blogspot.fi/2015/12/ekologisuus-suurkuvatuotannossa.html, read 28.2.2016.
Meritähti, Päivi 2017. https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-9764093 , read 11.8.2017
Meritähti, Päivi 2017. https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-9766392 , read 11.8.2017
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Table 2. Sisäasianministeriö
Table 3. Rakennustietosäätiö
Table 4. Gerriets GmbH
Table 5. Prolyte Group
Table 6. Suomen Rakennusinsinöörien
Liitto
Table 7. Suomen
Rakennusinsinöörien Liitto
Table 8. Tapio Säkkinen
Table 9. Tapio Säkkinen
Table 10. Tapio Säkkinen

15.4.2 FIGURES
Figure 1. Markku Hietala
Figure 2. Tapio Säkkinen
/ Markku Hietala
Figure 3. Suomen
Rakennusinsinöörien Liitto

15.4.3 PHOTOS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
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Durst Phototechnic Ag
Big Image Systems
Esko
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Hanna Pulkkinen
RMC Light & Sound Oy
Ilmatieteenlaitos
Ilmatieteenlaitos
Ilmatieteenlaitos
Ilmatieteenlaitos
Tero Somppi
Tero Somppi
YLE / Teemu Mäkinen
YLE / Ilkka Kilpeläinen
Markku Hietala
Markku Hietala
Rachel Keebler
Rachel Keebler
Rachel Keebler

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Aerodata International
Surveys
Big Image SystemsTM
Tapio Säkkinen
Timo Mokkila
Big Image SystemsTM
Stockholm City Theater
Timo Mokkila
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Stefan Bremer
Arvid Lagenpusch
Arvid Lagenpusch
Arvid Lagenpusch
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
ShowTex©
ShowTex©
Tapio Säkkinen
ShowTex©
ShowTex©
ShowTex©
Sven Peeters, ShowTex©
ShowTex©
ShowTex©
HQ Creative
HQ Creative
ShowTex©
Kati Lukka
Timo Mokkila
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Sakari Viita
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Tapio Säkkinen
Timo Mokkila
Timo Mokkila
Timo Mokkila
Tiina Yli-Hannuksela
Juha Viskari
Juha Viskari
Tapio Säkkinen
Timo Mokkila
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.

Markku Hietala
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Janne Säkkinen
Janne Säkkinen
Janne Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Timo Mokkila
Timo Mokkila
Timo Mokkila
Markku Hietala
Timo Mokkila
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Timo Mokkila
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Timo Mokkila
Harri Lång
Harri Lång
Mirka Kleemola
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Marrow Oy
Arvid Lagenpusch
Arvid Lagenpusch
Arvid Lagenpusch
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Tapio Säkkinen
Timo Mokkila
Pekka Meriläinen
Markku Hietala
Markku Hietala
Heikki Tuuli
Sheryll Mann
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Big Image SystemsTM
Constantin Film
Constantin Film
Philip Greenstreet,
Rosco Labs
Büro Rehan
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
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132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.

Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Tapio Säkkinen
Timo Mokkila
Timo Mokkila
Tapio Säkkinen
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16
Appendix
16.1
Appendix 1. Kukila Oy´s directions for Flovan® CGN flame retardant
agent.
Flovan® is registered trademark of GSG Group of Companies.
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